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Ceremony To Be Aug. 3 In Lovett
Butwell To Give MSU
Graduation Address
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-president
for academic programs at Murray
State University, will deliver the com-
mencement address for summer
graduation exercises on the campus
Friday, Aug. 3.
Ceremonies will begin at 2 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Among candidates
for degrees are 158 for bachelor's, 307
for master's, 10 for specialist, and 11 for
associate. They represent 19 states and
three foreign countries.
Degrees will be awarded by Dr. Con-
stantine W. Curris, university presi-
dent.












play the processional and recessional
and accompany featured soloist Larrie
Clark, assistant professor of music.
A reception in the quadrangle at the
front of Lovett Auditorium following
the ceremony is open to everyone.
Butwell, a native of Portland, Maine,





David West, convicted of man-
slaughter last week in Calloway County
Circuit Court, was sentenced to 16 years _
in e penitentrary, accortrng to a
spokesman in the commonwealth at-
torney's office.
Lee Beach, appearing in court on a
charge of theft by unlawful taking over
$100, was sentenced to one year in the
penitentiary, the spokesman said.
He added that Ricky Overby pled
guilty to theft by unlawful taking over
$100 this morning. The spokesman said





BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP( - The
Paddlewheel Alliance, an anti-nuclear
group, says it plans a demonstration
Tuesday when President Carter is in
Bardstown.
Alliance spokesman Scott Houchin
said the demonstration will be in front
of the high school gymnasium in which
the president is to hold a "town
meeting" with Bardstown-area
residents at 5:30 p.m.
Houchin said the demonstrators will
confine their activities to carrying
signs, singing songs and other legal
activities.
The alliance has staged other
demonstrations in the past, including
some in which demonstrators were
arrested at the Marble Hill nuclear
plant construction site in south Indiana.
The demonstrators will travel in
motorcades from the University of








Deaths & Funerals 12
Dr. Lamb 3




Sports 5, 6, 7
partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy and very hazy
with widely scattered thun-
derstorms around the area this
afternoon", tonight and again
Tuesday. Very warm and humid
during the period with highs this
afternoon in the low 90's. Lows
tonight in the low and mid 70's
and highs Tuesday again in the
low 90's.
Winds will be southerly in-
creasing to 10 to 15 miles an hour
this afternoon, diminishing to
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BRIDGE REOPENS - The Coldwater Bottom Bridge, located on Kentucky 121 between Murray and Ma
yfield,
reopened at the end of last week, a state highway department 
spokesman said. The bridge had been closed for an
extended period of timedue to repairs.
Figures Released By CHE
State College Enrollment Down;
Murray State Up 8.5 Percent
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -- Figures
released by the state Council on Higher
Education show that enrollment is
tapering off at Kentucky's colleges and
universities.
Five schools reported increases last
fall while three others registered
....
The largest enrollment increase, 8.5
percent, was at Murray State
University, where the student
population went from 7,546 in the 1977
fall to 8,191 last fall.
The council said that, for the second
straight year, enrollment climbed less
than one percent last fall in Kentucky.
Nationally, enrollments fell 0.2 percent
Last fall over the previous fall of 1977.
Harry Snyder, executive director of
the, council, said "everyone has known
for some time that college enrollments
were going to taper off. It's already
happened in many other states and now
is beginning to be felt in_Kentocky.,"
Snyder said, however, that Kentucky
isn't anticipating "the dramatic overall
decline" that has hit some states. He
said Kentucky still lags behind many
states in the percentage of college-age
students attending college.
Nationally, about 60 pecent of 18-to-
22-year-olds attend college whereas the
percentage is less than 455 percent in
this state, he said.
The council's annual enrollment
report shows that Kentucky colleges
signed up 126,949 students last fall for a
0.6 percent increase over the fall-1977_
enrollment of 126,162 students.
Of those students, 109,176 attended
the eight state universities and the
University of Kentucky's 13 community
colleges.
But the report shows that the state
schools enrolled 2,822 fewer full-time
students last fall than in the previous
period.
Other schools showing increases
were Eastern Kentucky University, up
1.2 percent from 13,679 to 13,844;
Morehead State up 6.1 percent from
7,234 to 7,676; Northern Kentucky
University, a 3.4 percent gain from
6,569 students to 6,795; and the
University of Louisville, a 4.8 percent
increase from 17,799 to 18,658.
Enrollment losses occurred at the
University of Kentucky's main campus
at Lexington and its community
colleges; Western Kentucky Univer-
sity, and Kentucky State University.
UK's enrollment loss was 0.2 percent
at Lexington, where 22,688 students
signed up last fall compared with 22,728
for the previous fall.
Kentucky State showed a 2.7 percent
drop from 2,2 students to 2,191 Whlle
-_Western Kentucky had a 1.4 percent 
dropfrom 13,490 to 13,305 students.
The UK community colleges had an
8.2 percent decline. Enrollment in the
13 two-year schools fell from 17,249
students in 1977 to 15,828 last fall.
Georgetown College, where
enrollment went from 989 students in
1977 to 1,092 last fall, had the largest
increase of any four-year school in the
private sector with a gain of 10.4 per-
cent.
Union College had the next largest
increase - 9.2 percent -- with
enrollment climbing from 1,133 to 1,237.
Other private colleges showing gains
were Cumberland, Bellarmine, Ken-
tucky Wesleyan and Transylvania.
Four-year schools which lost students
were Asbury, Berea, Bresia, Camp-
bellsville, Centre, Kentucky Christian,
Pikeville, Spalding and Thomas More.
New Reserve Board Chairman
Says Interest To Remain High
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Paul A.
Volcker, the proposed new chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board, said today
interest rates will remain high as long
as inflation remains high - a position
that "might clash at some point" with
administration policy.






"I want to be clear that monetary
policies ultimately are those of the
Federal Reserve and they might clash
at some point . .. with what the ad-
ministration (believes) are appropriate
in particular circumstances," he told






The Rev. Walter E. Mischke, ,Jr.,
minister of the First United Methodist
Church in Murray, has been elected to a
four-year term on the Lambuth College
board of trustees. He holds the B.S.
degree from Murray State University
and the M.Div. from Vanderbilt
University Divinity School, Nashville.
He received the honorary doctor of
divinity degree from Larnbuth in 1978,
and is currently enrolled in the in-
career program of Candler School of
Theology, Emory University, Atlanta,
Ga. as a candidate for the doctor of
ministry degree. ,
Mischke was superintendent of the
Dyersburg District of &he Memphis.
Annual Conference UM-C before moving
to Murray in June of 1978.
He has served on the conference
collectl on ministries, on the board of
directors of the,. Reelfoot Rural
Ministry, vice-president of the
executive committee for the
Southeastern Jurisdiction Fellowship of
Town and Country Leaders.
He is jurisdictional vice-president of
the United Methodist Rural Fellowship
and will chair the UMRF legislative
committee preparing legislation for the
1980 General Conference to be held in
Indianapolis, Ind.
Mischke was a delegate to the 1971
World Methodist Conference held in
Denver, Col. He was also a delegate to
the 1976 Jurisdictional Conference at
Lake Junaluska, N.C. and first alter-
nate delegate to the UM conference in
Portland. Oregon that same year.
He is married to the former JoAnn
Burkett. They have three children.
Other I.ambuth trustees elected
include J. Walter Barnes, president of
the First National Bank, Jackson,
Tenn.; attorney C. S Carney of Ripley,
Tenn., retired presiding judge, Ten-
nessee Court of Appeals; Robert H.
Henley of Tiptonville, Tenn., president
and chairman, First State Bank and
Trust Co.; Carl F. Seiffert, Jr., owner,
Seiffert General Graphics, Memphis,
and Kathryn L. Smith, Collierville,
Tenn., the 1979 Lambuth graduate
nominated to the board by her
classmates.
the Senate Banking Committee.
President Carter last week
nceninated Volcker, 51, to be chairman
of the seven-member board, which
directs the nation's money and interest
rate policies and is the regulatory
agency for many major banks.
Volcker would succeed G. William
Miller, who was nominated to succeed
W. Michael Blumenthal as treasury
secretary.
Once nominated by the president, the
chairman of the Federal Reserve
becomes independent of the White
House and is thereafter responsible to
Congress.
i Members of the Banking Committee,
Which is holding hearings on the
nomination, sought reassurances from
Volcker that his independence would be
maintained, and he seemed to satisfy
them.
The committee chairman, Set..
William Proxmire, D-Wis., said he was
"most impressed by the obvious
qualifications" of Volcker. Proxmire
said the committee would meet Wed-
nesday to decide whether to vote ap-
proval of the nomination. Quick ap-
proval seemed likely.
In answer to a question, Vockei
declined to speculate whether interest
rates must be raised higher than their
current record levels, but he made
clear that little relief from high rates is
likely until the rate of inflation, now
above 13 percent on an annual basis,
also declines.
"If we don't deal.with the inflation
problem in its overall context, I don't
know any way we're going to keep
interest rates as low as they used to
be," Volcker said.
He said controlling inflation--ia the
most fundamental thing we can do" to
maintain the value of the dollar on
world money markets.
•
president at Murray State in 1978. He
was formerly dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at the State Universi-
ty of New York at Fredonia.
An internationally recognized scholar
on Southeast Asia, Butwell holds the
faculty rank of professor of political
science. He has written seven books
and numerous articles and research
papers, almost all of them on Southeast
Asian topics.
He is a former chairman of the
Department of Political Science at the
State University of New York at
Brockport and served three years as
director of the William Andrew Patter-
son School of Diplomacy and Interna-
tional Commerce at the University of
Kentucky.
Butwell has also been on the faculty
of the American University and the
University of Illinois. He served a year
as a Fulbright Professor of rangoon
(Burma I University and a year as a
Rockefeller Foundation field represen-
tative for the social sciences and
visiting professor of political science at
the University' of Philippines.
A visiting lecturer at the National
War College in Washington, D.C., on
several occasions, he served a year
there in 1970-71 as director of Asian
studies.
Butwell earned the B.A. degree at
Tufts University, the M.A. degree at In-
diana University, and the Ph.D. degree
at Oxford (England) University where
he was a Ful bright Scholar.
Credit Firm Names
Magness New Head
Charles Magness, an employee of
Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association in Mayfield since 1960, has
been named president of the firm,
replacing Cloys A. Hobbs who retires
July 31.
The appointment of Magness was
made by PCA Board Chairman Arthur
N. Ham bruck, effective August 1.
A native of Murray, Magness has










Magness 1966, he was pro-
moted to assistant to the general
manager, then to vice president in 1972.
The PCA firm serves approximately
3500 members in farm credit with an
outstanding balance of $80,000,000 in the
Jackson, Purchase area. The central of-
fice is located on East Broadway in...
Mayfield.
Prior to coming 'to PCA in 1960,
Mangess was employed as a Southern
States Cooperative manager trainee
and assistant store manager in Hender-
son and Hopkinsville.
He graduated from Murray Training
School in 1951, from Murray State
University in 1957 with a BS degree in
agriculture and served two years in the
Army Counter Intelligence Corps in
Maryland.
Magness is past president of the
Mayfield Optimist Club, Graves Co.
Agriculture Council, Mayfield-Graves
Co. Resource Council and Murray State
University Agriculture Alumni Club.
He is past director of the Kentucky
Cooperative-Council, J.U. Kevil Mental
Health mid Mental Retardation Center,
South Highland Country Club, Optimist--
Club and Toastmasters Club.
Magness also serves on the ad-
ministrative board of the First United
Methodist Church and he is past vice
president of the Mayfield-Graves Co.
Chamber of-C-ornmerce. He has been-
awarded six honorary Chapter Farmer
Degrees in local FFA chapters. In 1972,
he was awarded the Outstanding Alum-
ni Award by the Agri-Alumni of Murray
State University.
He is married to the former June
Barnett, a native of Murray and an
MSU graduate in home economics. She
is presently employed by the Mayfield
Independent Schools Board of Educa-
tion. They are the parents of three
children: Mrs. Leslye Marvin of
Mayfield, David, a MHS freshman, and
Elizabeth, a sophomore at MHS. The





WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
Energy Committee voted unanimously
today to approve the nomination of
Charles W. Duncan to become
President Carter's new secretary of
energy.
The 16-0 vote followed testimony from
Duncan, who now is deputy secretary of
defense, that he has been assured direct
access to President Carter without
interference from the White House
staff. "1 have a clear understanding
that I will report directly to the
president," Duncan said.
Moreover, he said, he and not the
White House staff "will deal with
policy."
If approved by the full Senate,
probably by the end of this week,
Duncan will succeed James R.
Schlesinger, who resigned as part of
Carter's Cabinet shake-up.
The 52-year-old nominee, a former
president of the Coca-Cola Co. and
early Carter campaign supporter
received a generally friendly reception
from members of the committee.
While he expects no problems in
reaching Carter. Duncan said, if White
House chief of staff Hamilton Jordan
telephoned and said he was calling "in
the name of the president," he would
have no problem in dealing with Jordan
on any issue.
Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La., noting
the intense feelings stirred by energy
issues, said: "We are in such a difficult
time. You cannot be popular."
He declined any comment on the
reasons for the pending departure of
Schlesinger, who became an unpopular
figure on Capitol Hill in part because of
the alleged inefficiency and bad
management of the Energy Depart-
ment.
Duncan pledged that he would seek to
create with Congress "the broadest
possible national consensus" on solving
the nation's energy shortages.
Elsewhere on Capitol Hill today:
-Paul Volcker, Carter's pick to head
the Federal Reserve Board, washeing
scrutinized by the Senate Banking
Conunittee. Volcker now heads the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
-The House was taking up
legislation that would exempt the five
departing members of Carter's Cabinet
from "revolving door" provisions of the
new government ethics act.
The bill would delay from July 1 to
Oct. 1 the effective date of the act,
designed to prevent high-level federal
workers from moving immediately to
private-sector employment and in-
fluencing the actions of their former
agency.
The committee will most likely en-
dorse Duncan's nomination and send it
to the full floor before Congress leaves
on its month-long recess Friday.
Also likely to go to the Senate floor
this week are Carter's nominations of
Benjamin Civiletti as attorney general
and William Miller as treasury
secretary. The 'Senate Judiciary
Committee ended three days of
hearings on the Civiletti appointment
Friday and the Senate Finatce Com-
mittee has been holding hearin0 on the
Miller nomination.
On Tuesday, Carter's proposed
standby gasoline rationing authority
comes up for a flouse vote.
In other congressional developments
this week:
-The Senate Ethics Cornrnitee is to
act on a recommendation by Carl
Eardley, its special counsel, that Sen.
Herman E. Talmdge be censured for
alleged financial misconduct.
-Former Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger is scheduled to testify on
the proposed Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT II).-
-The Finance Committee has
summoned administration officials to
explain how they plan to dispose of
proceeds from the "windfall profits"
tax on high oil company revenues
resulting from the decontrol of oil
prices.
PAGE
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Comm unit Y. Calendar Events
Monday , July 30
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Callow*
County Health Center, North
Sevelith and Olive Streets,
Murray .
Parents Ationytt tous will not
it this week, but for
assistance call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Harold Oliver,- hornist, and
Thomas Baker, pianist, will
present a concert at 8:15 p.m.
at the Recital Hall Annex,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Exploring workshop for
teachers and resource per-
sonnel in outdoor teaching
techniques at all grade levels
will be held through( Aug. 4 at
the Youth Station, Land
Between the Lakes, by
Murray State University. For
information call 762-2747.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation call 762-6851.
Tuesday, July 31
Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at 7
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Dexter Center.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. .in the Murray
High School Band Room.
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds senty) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be at 11:45
a.m. with games to follow.
Watermelon Feast, free to
faculty, staff, students, and
their families, will be held on
the lawn at "Oakhurst" on
Murray State University
campus Iron 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Ellis Coitimuitity Center will
be open iron' 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. ' For in-
forittation c,all 753-0929.
Ladies Day Golf with
Mickey Phillips as hostess will
be at 9:15 a.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
' Wednesday, Aug. 1
Oaks Country Club Women
will have golf with Wanda
Brown as hostess and bridge
with Joyce Thomas as hostess
at 9:30 a.m.
World Day of Hunger
Banquet, sponsored by Baptist
Young Women, will be at 6
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall,
First Baptist Church.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist at 1 p.m. at Center
Station; Small Game and
Bowhunting with permits
'available:. Energy Efficient
Housing from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Empire Farm.
A MG SALE
Haze' Senior Citizens ac-
tivitier will be at the Haze!
Community Center which will
open at 10 a.m. Lunch will be
served at 11:45 a.m.
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at the
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
BUTLER BOY
The Rev. and Mrs. David
Butler, Louisville, are the
parents of a baby girl, Amy
Elisabeth. weighing eight
pounds, born on Tuesday, July
3, at the Norton Hospital,
Louisville.
They have one son, David
Allen, 3. The father '-
assistant pastor at the Nint:
and 0 Baptist Church then
The mother is the former Gal,
Rogers.
Grandparents are the Rev
and Mrs. La Verne Butler.
Louisville, and Mr. and Mrs
James Rogers, Murray.
Decut.466yr
By Abigail Van Buren
Sex 'Affliction'
Proves a Fiction
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DEAR ABBY: I was married for 35 years to a man who
had an overly healthy appetite for sex. Then he died. At 55 1
married a man who told me that he had recently had mumps.
Since I never cared for sex, I was thrilled.
Now I find out that he is plenty healthy. In other words.
mumps didn't affect him the way it was supposed to!
I would like to leave this man, but since he didn't know
that I married him thinking he was sexually disabled from
mumps, do I have grounds for divorce?
Please advise me.
DISAPPOINTED
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: The man didn't intentionally
deceive you- you jumped to an erroneous conclusion con
cerning what mumps is "supposed to do" to an adult male. It
leaves some (not all1 men sterile - not impotent. An impotent
man cannot perform sexually. A sterile man can, but he
can't father a child. Level with your husband, then consult
lawyer about grounds if you want a sex-free life.
DEAR AB-BY A bride asked if it,would_be permissi4V,o
write on her wedding invitations. "No perfumes or coignes.
please, as the mother of the groom is asthmatic and highly
allergic."
You replied with a curt "No."
I -dcsagree.--iiighl.y_seented products (perfumes, cologne,
hair sprays, etc.) can be just as hazardous to thehealth o:
some as cigarettes. cigars and pipes are to others. If a per
son's health is affected, he has the right to ask for considera
Lion from others.
longer co nsidet ich ‘ttlt. 4-opes4--"-ne-salta.ki-1W 
or to ask someone outright to refrain from smoking if tht
smoke creates a medical problem. Should those who art
allergic to fragrances be entitled to less?'
As an ex-smoker. I know it is far more difficult to refrar.
from smoking (to accommodate others( than it would be t
refrain from using perfumes.
In short, madame, you goofed.
PHILADELPHI
DEAR PHIL: You're right. I did. My nose was buried in
my etiquette book and my brains were out...tolupeh when I
answered that one s.
A better answer would have been: It is considered poor
form to write anything on a formal wedding invitation, but,a
short note (on a separate sheet of paperl mild be enclosed
requesting that guests refrain from using perfumes,
colognes. etc., since some members of the wedding party
would be medically affected.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell me if! am wrong for feeling put
out when I drop in on people for a little conversation and
company and they turn the television on right in rny face.
If I wanted to look at. television. I could have sta±ed home
and watched my own. Wouldn't you think people would have
better manners? What is the matter- with some folks.
anyhow?
Pu'r ou'r
DEAR PUT: The "matter with some folks" is that they
don't view situations the same as other folks. It is also
possible that unexpected "conversation and company" may
not be as fascinating to a surprised host as the television
program he may have planned to watch. •
In other words, be considerate -call first.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEEDS SUGGESTIONS IN
HILO, HAWAII": How about giving her a ukelele- with no
strings attached?
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters. get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Prices Good Tues., Wed. & Th


















Mr and Mrs. Porter Hutchens
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Hutchens, 715 Sycamore Street,
Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Aug. 5, by their children and grandchildren.
A reception will be held at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets. Murray, from 2 to 5 p.m. All friends and relatives are
invited to attend and the family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The couple was married Aug. 3, 1929. Mrs. Hutchens is a
daughter of the late F. B. Wyatt and Alpha Miller Wyatt. Mr.
Hutchens is the son of the late Duncan Hutchens and Ada
Turner Hutchens.
Their five children are Mrs. Keys I Orpha ) Keel, Mrs.
Thomas Geneva;( Lee, Mrs. Raiford (Nadeani Beane, and
Artelle Tucker, all of the Murray area, and Robert Halfford






Ronald T. Cochran, Rt. 7 Bx.
432, Murray, Mrs. Susan G.
York, Rt. 5 Bx. 325A, Murray,
James R. Barnett, F-4
Southside Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Cynthia S. Howard and
Twin Girls, 809 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Paula K. Outland and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 70A,
Dexter, Mrs. Constance K.
Surrency and Baby Boy, 827
Glendale Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Joyce A. Underhill, Rt. 3 Bx.
390, Murray, Mrs. Shelly A.
Nelson, 1109 Elm, Murray,
Roger D. Warren, 607 Broad
Eat., Murray, Mrs. Elaine D.
Scarbrough, Rt. 5 Bx. 2301,
Murray, Mrs. Cindy J. Cloud,
No. 83 Riveria Ct. Murray,
Mrs. Norma K. Self, 1218
Longview Circle, Benton, Mrs.
Linda M. Harrell, Rt. 1 Bx.
246, Almo, Anthony B.
Bowden, Rt. 1, Kiriisey, Mrs.
Carol G. Bowden, Rt. I Bit.
216, Kirksey, Mrs. Nancy M.
Simpson, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Snaron A. 'Aare'', Rt. 1 13x.
291, Almo, Mrs. Bethemy P.
Elliott, Rt. 6, Murray, Troy B.
Green, Fern Terrace, Murray,
Charles E. Warren, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Louisa Horn-
buckle, 215 N. 2nd, Murray,
Mrs. Virginia I. Dixon, 213
Woodlavm, Murray, Charles
L. Harris, Rt I Bx. 2 Water
Valley, Mrs. Odelia D. Imes,
Bx. 1, Almo, Mrs. Elva
Coleman, 811 S. 4th, Murray,
Connie Norwood, Rt. 1 Bx. 698,
Hardin, Mrs. Ruby P. Den-
ning, rt. 5 Bx. 136, Murray,
John D. Houston, Rt. 1 Bx. 301,
Almo, Mrs. Nellie M. Eaton
(expired), 150 7 Kirkwood,
Murray, John B. Poyner
(expired), Rt. 4, Murray.
7-18-79
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS ****************
DISMISSALS
Murray, Mrs. Jennie P.
Poyner, Rt. 7 Bx. 279,
Mayfield, Tommy D. Work-
man, Rt. I Bx. I75A, Murray,
James H. Pridemore, Rt. 6
Bx. 241, Murray, Daniel






youth coordinator for the
International Year of the
Child (IYC), and Norma W.
Johnson, a member of the
state IYC committee, at-
tended a White House briefing
in Washington on July 24 for
an update of IYC activities
across the country.
The group attending the
session, which is the initial
portion of a three-day meeting
in the nation's capital, also
included wives a many of the
governors of the 50 states who
are spearheading activities at
the state level.
At the National Governors
' Association meeting earlier
this month in Louisville, the
governors' wives reaffirmed
their conunitment to work for
the remainder of 1979 on
identifying and implementing
programs that will improve
conditions of all children in
their respective states.
Representatives reported on
IYC activities in their
respective states during the
briefing session. Ms. Trotter
highlighted the Kentucky
State Fair's "It's a Child's
World" festivities saluting the
International Year of the
Child.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Pryor, Baby Girl (Bar-
bara;, Rt. 1 Valley Rd., Hick-
man, Barrett, Baby Boy
(Deborah), Rt. 1 Bx. 181,
Buchanan, Tenn., Wyatt,
Baby Girl (Dorothy), Rt. 1
Hazel, Logue, Baby Boy
(Betty, Bx. 546, Mayfield,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy S. Wagoner,
Rt. 1 Bx. 239 Dexter, Mrs.
Teresa B. Gilson and Baby
Girl, 215 Riviera Ct. Murray,
Mrs. Brenda C. Pepper and
Baby Girl, 206 Routon, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Margaret A.
Cochnun, 914 N. 18th, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy Overbey, 1548
Canterbury, Murray, Mrs.
Juanita Evans, 604 Sycamore,-
Murray, Mrs. Doris D. Hart,.
Rt. 5 Bx. 2315, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy G. Jetton, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Tongate,
Rt. 1 Bx. 340A, Hardin, Alden
Holt Jr., Rt. 1 Bx. , AlITIO,
Mrs. Lurdene L. Brannon, Rt.
4, Mayfield, Danny G.
Edmonson, Rt. 8 Bx. 1128,
Murray, Mary J. Peacock, 308
Woodlawn, Murray, Karen
Armstrong, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Cynthia S. Cooley, Rt. 1
Wingo, Mrs. Nadine E. Toney,
Rt. 3 Bx. 214 E, Benton, Mrs.
Florence M. Gaede, Rt. 7 Bx.
720, Murray, Mrs. Donna J
Lewis, Rt. 1 Farmington, Mrs.
Christine H. Tabers, 1715
Keenland, Murray. Frank 0
Pace, 501 Chestnut Murray.
during the observance of the
year in America. Those issues
are: health, education,
juvenile justice, equal op-
portunity and cultural
diversity for children; child
nurturing; recreation and
play; the impact of media on
children and the world's
children.
Aniong those 'who par-
ticipated in the formal agenda
during the briefing at the
White House were Jack
Watons, special assistant to
the president, and Jean (Mrs.
Andrew) Young, chairperson
of the commission.
I HOSPITAL NEVIS I
During the tau-, %Men t utw
August 9-18 in Louisville, each
child who visits the IYC
exhibit will be invited to
decorate a 418-inch square of
tile. Some 10,000 tiles will be
kiln-fired for permanency and
incorporated into a wall
design for a building addition
to the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center, possibly as
a permanent part of the ad-
dition's planned theme park.
The IYC area of the fair
will also feature a petting zoo,
dramatic skits, displays,
exhibits and demonstrations.
Another highlight of the
meeting, Mrs. Johnson said,
was a hearing conducted by
the House Select Ck_mmittee
on Aging, chaired by Rep.'
Claude 'Pepper (D-Fla.) on
July 26. The subject of the
hearing was testimony on
bringing children and the
elderly closer together toward
the improved health and well-
being of senior citizens.
According to Mrs. Johnson,
the White House briefing
provided an opportunity to
exchange information and
opinions on the issues iden-
tified by the U.S. National
Commission on the Intern-
tational Year of the Child as
matters of primary concern
7-16-79
Newborn Admissions
Gilson, Baby Girl (Teresa),
215 Riviera Crt., Murray,
Glisson, Baby Girl (Brenda),
Rt. 2, Parkway Trailer Crt.,
Mayfield.
Convalescent Div. Admissions
Arthur Like, Rt. 8, Box 422,
c-o Hoyt Like, Murray.
Dismissals
Robert Harris, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca A.
Graham, Lot 27, Riveria
Court, Murray, Enna L.
Bradley, Rt. 4, Box 186,
Murray, Mrs. Teresa Ann
Johnson, Rt. 1, Hickman, Mrs.
Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Kathey Majors, 913 South 8th,
Mayfield, Jun R. Norsworthy,
Ht. 8 Box 94, Mayfield, Mrs.
Maude D. Smothers, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Sandra J.
Armstrong, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Wanda Omega Jones, rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Paula 0. Hall,
P. 0. Box 563, Cadiz, Mrs.
Patricia A. Hedge, Rt. 1, Box
136, Big Sandy, Tenn., Mrs.
Valerie J. West, 802 S. 10th St.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Tony il B.
Elkins, 1907 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Frank Nelson Ford,
1546 Oxford Drive; Murray,
Mrs. Erma L. Wilson, 235
Riviera Courts, Murray, Kelly
Kesterson, Paris, - -Tenn.,-
Attlitir Box
Mrs. Lela M. Burnett, Rt. 8,
Box 11, Benton, Carlie Thorn,
Rt. I, Hardin, J. B. Cochran
t expired ), Rt. 1, Murray.
DEAN NAMED
ANN ARBOR, Mich. ( AP ) -
Paul C. Boylan, associate dean
of the University of Michigan
School of Music since 1974, has
been named dean of the school.
The appointment, effective
July 1, is for a five-year term.
Boylan will succeed Allen P
Britton, who will retire as dear
















Mrs. Anna L. Workman, Rt.
Christopher R. Erwin, Rt. 11
1 Bx. 175-A, Murray, By Women Of
Sedalia, gonna D. Weaver, P. The Oaks Club *0. Bx. 175, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Phyllis J. Freeze, 612 College
Ct. Murray, Ky. Mrs. Vaynell The women of the Oaks *Charlton and Baby Girl, 115 ' Country Club held a golf *Jean St Paris. Tenn Mrs
scramble at the regular ladiesKaren L. Winn and Baby Boy day held Wednesday, July 25. 'ar
with Burlene Brewer as golf
hostess.
1236 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
Marion E. McPhersop, 101
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Leona
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Ruth H. Hughes, Rt. 4 Bx. 229,
Murray, James C. Cox, Rt. 3
Bx. 371, Cadiz, Mrs. Dorothy
J. Alexander, Rt. 2 Bx. 230,
puryear, Tenn., Bridgette F.
Maness, Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs.
Charlotte A. Grogan, Rt. 4 Bx.
20, Murray, Mrs, Wanda S.
Thweatt, Rt. 1 Almo, Joe P.
Thweatt, Rt, 1 Almo, Mrs.
Diane W. Rodgers, P. 0: fix.
564, Mayfield, Mrs. Nedra G.
Blankenship, Rt.. 1 Bx. 56,
Puryear, Tenn., Charles F.





Walker, Doris Rose, and
Suzanne Oakley were
members of the winning team
for the day.
Second place team mem-
bers were Essie Caldwell,
Burlene Brewer, Vickie
Nance, and Jeannie Morgan.
Members of the low putts
team were Mary Bogard, Nell
Tackett, Marilyn Herndon,
and Ada Sue Roberts.
',a:Ladies day events will be
held at the club on Wed-
nesday, Aug. I, with Wanda
Brown as golf hostess and
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HEALTHet) Blood transfusion
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I
wish you would discuss
blood transfusions — the
effects and how soon one
recovers completely. How
long does it take for the
blood to get to the outer
surfaces of the body.? I had a
hysterectomy and 14 days
later 1 hemorrhaged and
underwent three more oper-
ations for repair. I was in the
hospital 23 days and had 10
blood transfusions. I am 58
years old and have always
had a good health record.
I'm wondering how much
of the recovery time was
related to getting the circu-
lation back or my muscle
tone. A relative said the
blood reeireulates every 24
hours, but what about to the
outer areas of the body?
My gynecologist did notice
how my coloring was com-
ing back. It took quite a
while for the pink to come
back into my cheeks. I've
always had a ruddy com-
plexion.
DEAR READER — An
average adult has around
seven quarts of blood in the
body. The heart at rest will
pump about five quarts a
minute so your blood is con-
stantly on the move. A vigor-
ous athlete may pump over
30 quarts a minute even
though all the blood in his
body may only be about
seven quarts.
When you have a transfu-
sion, the blood inunediately
enters into your circulating
bloodstream. If you require
a transfusion, you usually
have a lot of other things
wrong with you. I'm sure
that was true in your case.
You needed a transfusion to
replace the blood that you
had lost.
Whenever you lose blood,
all the little vessels in the
body Undergo changes. The
tiny capillaries in the skin
may contract. This causes
the skin to appear white.
Although you probably
had perfectly normal circu-
lation, you may have been
low on the total number of
red blood cells for a while
after the surgery. It's com-
mon not to replace all the
blood that's been lost and
sometimes it would be diffi-
cult to do so anyway. As a
result it may take several
weeks for the bone marrow
to regenerate enough new
red blood cells for all the
recovery to take place.
Whenever you have a nor-
mal amount of blood in your
body again and everything is
working perfectly, your
small capillaries in the skin
will open up and you'll look
perfectly normal.
The skin is somewhat of a
deceiver about circulation.
A person may faint because
the arteries in his leg mus-
cles all open up and there's
an increase in blood flow to
his muscles. As a result
there isn't enough blood flow
to the brain. In a deep faint
the small vessels in the skin
may contract at the same
time so even though there
may be more blood in the leg
veins than usual, the skin
over the legs may be chalky
white.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 6-4,
Blood Type, Rh Factor and
Transfusions. It will give
you some general informa-
tion on blood typing that
may be of interest to you.
Others who want this infor-
mation can send 75 cents by
check or coin with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
As a physician I'm con-
stantly amazed at how much
blood is transfused and how
few difficulties are really
caused by it. It's truly a
miracle. That's not to say
that no °De ever has difficul-
ties with transfusions, but
considering the frequency of
their use, it is miraculous.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR Tiff:SIM Y.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T
You're quite perceptive now
and able to express yourself to




(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Important family
discussions accented. Try not
to hurt the feelings of a loved
one who may not see your
Doctors Calling David Lee
Patterson 'Miracle Baby'
'CHAPEL HILL, -N.C.---(AP)--
- Doctors are calling David
Lee Patterson a "miracle
baby."
David, who weighed six
pounds, four ounces, was
developed outside his
mother's womb. Doctors at
North Carolina Memorial
Hospital say the live birth of
such a baby is "too rare to
estimate scientifically."
The baby was born Wed-
nesday to Charles and Shirley
Patterson of Burlington. The
mother and child were
reported doing well.




The class of 1921 of Murray
High School will have its 58th
annual reunion on Saturday,
Aug. 4, at 12 noon at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Mrs. Walter Dent, the
former Mayme Bagwell, now
residing in Charleston, Ill., is
organizing the reunion event,
and invites all graduates,
former members of the class,
and any friends of the class to
attend.
Local reservations should
be made by Thursday, Aug. 2,
by calling Kerby Jennings.
Murray, phone 753-4886.
in the Untied States in less
than three months. Doctors
attending the first mother said
only about 50 births outside
the womb have been recorded
in medical literature.
Dr. Linn Halley, chief
resident of obstetrics and
gynecology at the Chapel Hill
hospital, said Mrs. Patterson,
32, was transferred there from




unusual," Ms. Hatley said.
"We couldn't outline the
uterus, but we thou0a we
could feel parts of the baby
better than we usually can."
She said tests confirmed
what she suspected --The--
baby was not in the uterus.
Doctors decided on immediate
surgery.
"When we opened the ab-
domen, the first thing we saw
was the placenta," Ms.
Hatley. "Then I found the
baby's feet, and the baby
started kicking and
screaming,"
Osi April 25, Miracle Stacy
Sickles was delivered by
Caesarian section in St.
Mary's Hospital at Grand
Junction, Colo., after
developing in her mother's
abdomen.
Born 12 weeks premature,
Miracle has since gone home

















point of view. Be objective.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You're sharp, witty, and
hopefully not sarcastic. When.
kidding around, be careful not
to upset the feelings of a co-
worker.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 6(2)
You're shrewd in financial
dealings, but still could
overlook an important detail.
Don't let children get on your
nerves.
LEO
1July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Though you can impress
others now with your ideas,
remember to be considerate
too, especially with family.
Express yourself with sin-
cerity.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "Pui
You'll get important in-
sights now, bur- may Tit-Ve -
difficulty in expressing them
or getting others to listen.
Avoid a critical attitude.
LD3FtA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) --
Make your views known
about community projects.
Important discussions with
friends go well, but money
misunderstandings possible.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Me
Talks with higher-ups bring
progress. Let others know
where you stand, but soft-
pedal statements or a too
casual attitude.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(ft
Talks with loved ones about
travel or creative projects go
smoothly. Resist the temp-
tation to make a wisecrack at
someone else's expense.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) va
You're all business now and
will make progress, but a
friend may poke fun at your
serious attitude. Don't be
swayed from your purpose.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) •••••••
Sharing thoughts with loved
ones leads to greater
closeness. Remember,
though, some business friends
may not be interested in your
personal life.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Close ones are cooperative.
Make plans for new career
projects. Later an adviser
may find flaws, but the overall
picture looks bright.
YOU BORN TODAY are




Mr. and Mrs. Derwood Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Derwood Edwards will be honored by their
children and grandchildren on the occasion of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Aug. 5, with a reception at
their home on Murray Route 5.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. No formal invitations will be sent.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Edwards were married Aug. 5, 1929, at
Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Loyd Elkins, Jack
Bailey, Etha Chrisman, Imogene Edwards, and Ivan Hutson.
Mrs. Edwards, the former Opal Arlee Hutson, is the
daughter of the late Stacker Taylor Hutson and Gertrude Lax
Hutson of Buchanan, Tenn. Mr. Edwards is the son of the late
Claude Edwards and Culista Bailey Edwards of New Con-
cord.
The couple has two children—Ralph Edwards and Mrs.
Ernie (Dorothy ) Bailey, tooth of Murray—and a foster son,
Ray Colley of Michigan.
Their grandchildren are Duane, Denise, Darrell, and Dale
Dycus, Michael and Leann Edwards, and Ronnie and Cindy
Jackson, all of Murray; Mrs. Lee (Doris) Stryker and Mrs.
Greg (Sharon) Zimmer, Michigan, and Mrs. George ( Linda)
Rehberg, New York.
Their great grandchildren are Aaron and Tyler Stryker,





Aug. 4th bride-elect of Danny
Richerson, was the honoree at
a bridal tea held Thursday,
July 12, from 7 to 8:30 p.m at




Nancy Bogard, Mary Kathryn
Starks, Ruth Warren, Faye
Orr, Dorothy Brandon,
Mildred Crawford, and Linda
Cooper.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a wheat
colored linen wrap around
dress with a corsage of
daisies. Her mother, Mrs.
Randa Cunningham, and her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Jean Richerson, also had
daisy corsages.
The tea table was overlaid
with an ecru lace cloth over
yellow and centered withcan
arrangement of white daisies
and baby's breath flanked by
yellow candles. All ap-
pointments were in crystal.
MARRIED MEN.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — 01
the 50 million married men in
the United States, the largest
concentration — 32 percent —
lives in the South, according to
the American Council of Life
Insurance.
The council says, "The North
Central region follows with 27
percent of the husbands. Next
is the Northeast with 22 percent
and last is the West with 18
Presenting The New Look In
Senior Portraits
See Your Previews In Just 5 Working Days!
•Select from 15 to 20 traditional
and creative poses done in
both studio and outdoors.
•Ample, unhurried sitting time.
•3 changes of clothing at no es
Ira charge.
•C hoose from several
desireable packages.
•Sitting fee only 55.
• All in living color
We invite you to come in and




Individual cakes iced in
white and decorated with
yellow rosebuds, yellow
punch, nuts, and mints were
served by Mrs. Sharilyn
Wisehart, Mrs. Judy
Smotherman, and Miss Judy
Hughes.
The gifts were displayed on
tables covered with ecru lace
cloths over yellow and cen-
tered with silk arrangements
of yellow and salmon roses
and other summer flowers in a
brass basket.
Miss Leslie Erwin presided
at the register table overlaid
with a yellow and white cloth
and centered with a yellow
rosebud arrangement. Miss
Erwin had a daisy wristlet.
Approximately 65 persons
attended or sent gifts.
State Foster Grandparents
Honored At Special Event
LEXINGTON—Kentucky's
foster grandparents were
honored recently at the 12th
annual Foster Grandparents
Recognition Day, sponsored





tucky Colonel citations and a
picnic lunch to celebrate the
commonwealth's 12-year-old
foster grandparent program.
Some 100 foster grandparents,
members of citizen advisory
councils and program
directors attended the event




attention to children who are
developmentally disabled
with mental retardation,
autism, cerebral palsy or




Mary Turner, a foster
grandparent at the Outwood
facility in Dawson Springs,
was recognized for her ser-
vices in the program. Mrs.
Turner has been involved with
the program since its in-
ception in 1967, longer than
any foster grandparent in the
state.





from their staffs. Jefferson
County and Hazelwood
volunteers named Crevella




The World Day of Hunger
Banquet, sponsored by the
Baptist Young Women, will be
held Wednesday, Aug. 1, at 6
_.p.m.i_n the Fellowship Hallik,
the First Baptist Church. —
Reservations at $1.25 for
adults and 75 cents for
children should be made by
today by calling the church
office.
Proceeds from the banquet
will be donated to the World
Hunger Relief Fund of the




The Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, July 31, at 7 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson
Road.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Inge King 492-8348
also joined the program in
1967, the foster grandparent of
the year. James Moseley was
selected foster grandparent of
the year by the Outssix)d
volunteers. The Oakwood staff
honored 87-year-old Eula
Taylor as its oldest foster
grandparent. Norma Yarber
of Comprehend Inc. in
Maysville received a merit
certificate for being the first
foster grandparent in the state
to work with a child in home
care.
Ivy Cheney, Kentucky's
program director for AC-
TION, the federal funding
source for the program, called
the foster _grandparent
program "a good expenditure
of time and money."
Addressing the volunteers, he
said, "You're the important
ones in the process because
you're the ones who do the
things that make the foster
grandparents program
work."
Norma Johnson of the
Governor's Office for
Volunteer Services en-
tertained with a puppet show.
On hand to present awards to
the foster grandparents were
Quinn Parker, state director
of the foster grandparent
program, Daryl Martin,
branch manager of the
division of mental retardation,
and Harold Mann, aging
services coordinator for the
Human Resources' Bureau for
Health Services.
The foster grandparent
program began nationally 15
years ago and Kentucky's
program is among the oldest
in the country. Prograni
participants are low-income
persons 60 years and older
who work four daily daily, five
days a week. Each foster
grandparent works with two
children every day. Par-
ticipants in the program)
receive a stipend of $1.60 an
hour plus travel expenses, one
meal each working day and an
annual medical examination.
Co-Medalists For Ladies
Day Golf Are Named, Play
Co-medalists at Murray
Country Club Ladies Day Golf
on July 25 were Jerlene
Sullivan and Betty Jo Purdom
according to Betty Stewart,
Chairman.
Other winners were: First
flight, Inns Orr and Margaret
Shuffett tied for first place;
second flight, first place to
Anna Mary Adams and Jane
Fitch and Doris Cella tied for
second place; third flight,
winner was Beth Belote and
Molly Booth was second; low
putts for the day went to Judy
Muehlman.
Regular Ladies pay Golf
will be played on Wednesday,
Aug. 1, with Norma Frank as
hostess. Those listesl, in the
lineup who are unable to play
are asked to call the hostess at
753-1329. Persons not listed
below who would like to play
on Wednesday may come and
be paired at the tee.
Lineup:
No. I Tee
9:15 — Jerlene Sullivan,
Betty Jo Purdom, Carol
Hibbard and Krances Hulse.




9:25 — Betty Lowry, Inns
Orr, Madeline Lamb and
Betty Stewart.
9:30 — Rowena Cullom,
Anna Mary Adams, Mickey
Phillips and Norma Frank.
NO. 4 Tee
9:15 — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Sue Costello, Jane
Fitch and Toni Hopson.
9:20 — Edith Garrison,
Cathryn Garrott, Beverly
Spann and Eleanor Diuguid.
9:25 — Alice Purdom,
Louise Lamb, Nancy Fan-
drich and Billie Cohoon. _
9:30 — Doris Cella, Judy
Muehlman, Ann Haney and
Aurelia Batts. •
No. 7 Tee: a
9:15 — Euladene Robinson,
Chris Graham, Lou Doran and
Euva Nell Mitchell.-
- 0:20- — Beth BeIote, Lois
Keller, Urbena Koenen and
Martha Sue Ryan.
81:25 — Janice Howe, Vicki
Baker, Mary Bell Overbey
-and Lashlee Foster.
9:30 — Mary Watson, Exie





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Phis a basket of gifts for your family.





Spring And Summer Shoes
$700





No Exchanges AA Sales Roil.:
118 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky.




IF JIMMY CARTER'S visit
to Bardstown Tuesday ac-
complishes nothing else, it may
give a well-deserved boost to
those wooden-handled relics of
the past: church fans.
About 1000 of the hand-
powered fans will provide the
ventilation at the Bardstown
High School gymnasium, where
Carter will preside over his
"town meeting."
The sight of the fans, waving
on national TV, should inspire a
warm, nostalgic glow in the
hearts of those of us old enough
to remember the halcyon hey-
day of fans, in that dimly-
remembered era before air
conditioning.
Unbelievable as it may seem,
Agree Or Not
air conditioning is a relatively
new phenomenon. We
Americans got along without it
for quite some time, back when
buildings were built with win-
dows that actually opened.
AIR CONDITIONING has ac-
counted for the bulk of the in-
crease in electric use in recent
years. That's fitting.
The demand for air condition-
ing forces us to build new power
plants, which makes the air
worse, which encourages us to
stay inside and keep the air
conditioner on.
Now Carter warns us we
must conserve fuel. What bet-
ter way to do it than to flip off
the air conditioners and start
fluttering the church fans?
—The Kentucky Post
ils s. . 1 tiro!'
Opportunity To
Change Balloting
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians will
have an opportunity to provide for a
more flexible legislature when they go
to the polls in November.
The opportunity is provided in a
constitutional amendment that will be
on the ballot. If approved, the amend-
ment provides for election of legislators
in even-numbered years instead of odd-
numbered years at present.
The amendment also changes the
definition of a legislative day, allowing
the legislature to adjourn for bad
weather or for public hearings without
such days counting as legislative days
at present. It also would eliminate
Saturdays as a legislative day.
The present constitution calls for 60
successive legislative days, eliminating
only legal holidays and Sundays as non
legislative days. The legislature rarely
convenes on Saturdays. Within the last
20 years, I can recall only one Saturday
when the Senate was in session.
The change in legislative days would
be effective for the 1980 session.
The even-year election wouldn't
become effective until 1981 when the 100
House members and half of the Senate
would be elected. Present members,
elected this November, would come up
for election again in 1981 to serve a
three year term. The next election
would be 1984. Senators would serve
five years for that change-over session
and then return to four-year terms and
two year terms for the House.
The remaining half of the Senate
would be elected to five-year terms in
1983.
A Legislative Research Commission
Study concluded that the chaAge would
provide a better informed legislature
with a more flexible schedule.
The study pointed out that legislators
are now elected less than two months
before the legislative session begins.
New members therefore go into the
session with little knowledge of
legislative procedure or what bills will
be considered. Re-elected legislators
have the benefit of having worked on
interim committees between sessions
were bills have been studied and some
prefiled for legislative action.
The amendment provides for a 10-day
organizing session in the odd numbered
ysrs. In this session legislators would
be assigned to committees and the
leadership chosen. Thus new members
would have the benefit of the interim
committee sessions and to learn
legislative procedure as well as study
bills and problems they will have to
face in the legislative session. No time
would be wasted in organization since
Letter To The Editor
Appreciation
Dear Editor:
The staff of the Calloway County
Health Department would like to ex-
press their appreciation to the com-
munity for their excellent help during
the recent Heart Clinic.
A special thanks to the Murray
Ledger & Times for their fine publicity,
to the Flavor Rich Milk Co. for donating
milk, to the Max Churchill Funeral
Home for the use of their chairs, to the
members of the First • Presbyterian
Church and First Baptist Church for the
food, to Mrs. Alfred Lindsey and Miss
Brenda Conley for volunteering their
time.
Your efforts made-Heart Clinic Day a
lot easier for all of the children and
their parents, as well as all o: the
medical staff.
Sincerely,
Staff of Calloway County Health
Department,
the organizing had been done in the odd-
numbered year brief meeting.
The elimination of Saturdays as
legislative days also would provide
about 10 more working days to the
legislative session.
On the average about one third of the
legislators are new each session.
The only additional expense the
proposed new system would incur is the
10 day organizing session in odd
numbered years. This would mean the
difference in pay for legislative days
instead of interim pay now effective
between sessions. This would be
miniscule in terms of legislative cost.
The amendment was proposed by
House Speaker William KentEin and
approved by the legislature.
The proponents of the measure point
to the advantages listed above.
There is some skepticism among
some of the legislators although the
majority approved submitting the
amendment to the electorate.
The opponents, the skeptic
legislators, point out to their colleagues
that "you'll be up for re-election
following a legislative session." They
also point out this is when the electorate
is well aware of how the legislator
voted. "There isn't time for the elec-
torate to forget," the opponents claim.
Doing away with Saturdays would
stretch the legislative session up into
late March and the primary is in late




Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have a service-
connected disability pension from the
VA. Some time ago, the VA sent me
some information on a new and dif-
ferent VA pension plan. A friend of
mine switched over and now has a big
increase in his VA pension. Am I being
foolish in not switching over? — W.P.
The VA still says that some veterans
would be better off not to switch plans.
According to a very recent news
release from the Veteran's
Administration in Washington, D.C., a
recent increase of nearly 10 percent in
some NA .pension rates may prompt
some veterans to take another TOW At
the "improved" VA plan, which was
passed last year by Congress.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger Si -
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
SALT Debate Spawns
A Whole Lot Of Talk
WASHINGTON (AP) — The SALT
debate has spawned a lot of talk about
heavy missiles, Backfire bombers and
whether the United States can "trust
the Russians."
Opponents of the arms control treaty
between the United States and the
Soviet Union are drafting sweeping
changes which, if approved, would kill
the agreement.
But the issue that could decide the
fate of SALT II has nothing to do with
its wording. That issue is how much
money the United States should spend
on defense.
Sen. Sam Nunn, 1)-Ga., who is looked
upon by the administration as a senator
with unique influence in the treaty
debate, laid out the budgetary issue last
week at a session of the Senate Armed
Services Committee.
Nunn publicly demanded a com-
mitment for substantial annual in-
creases — $7 billion to $9 billion — in the
defense budget, starting with the one
President Carter would send Congress
next January.
Without such a commitment and "a
demonstrated willingness of this ad-
ministration to make the hard political
and economic choices necessary to
undertake and sustain that com-
mitrnent," Nunn said, he could not vote
for the treaty.
Some treaty supporters chose to find
a silver lining in the fact Nunn did not
criticize specific portions of the treaty.
He said nothing about the Soviet heavy
missiles that bother some of his
colleagues or the Backfire bomber.
The next day the Georgia senator was
quick to dampen their optimism.
"I have never said this treaty did not
have flaws," said Nunn.
In an interview, Nunn was extremely
cautious in expressing his views on
specific provisions of the treaty.
But Nunn has long maintained that
SALT II is meaningless unless it is part
of a coherent defense program, which
he believes would call for substantial
strengthening of U.S. forces.
So, Nunn's position was hardly a
surprise. The problem for the ad-
ministration is how to deal with it.
If President Carter is willing to boost
the defense budget to the levels sought
by Nunn, he is certain to lose the votes
of opponents of bigger military budgets
such as Sens. George McGovern, D-
S.D.; William Proxmire, D-Wis.; and
Mark Hatfield, 11-Ore.
And he'd touch off another political
storm among liberals who already
claim Carter's budget priorities short
change the needy.
If there was a bright side for the
administration at the day's
proceedings, it was in the reaction of
Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss., chair-
man of the Armed Services Committee.
Stennis occupies a unique position as
chairman of e the Defense
Appropriations su mmittee as well
as the Armed Services committee.
As a result, Stennis has a poWerful
role in authorizing military programs
and also in approving the money for
them.
Stennis remains uncommitted on
SALT. His reputation as a conservative'
and strong supporter of military
preparedness would lend special weight
to a decision by Stennis to support the
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The rate increase under the newest
VA pension program is tied directly to
increases in Social Security payments.
(Social Security benefits were raised
9.9 percent as of June 1, 1979.)
Nearly 432,000 veterans have asked
the VA to switch their pensions to the
"Unproved" plan. The improved plan
offers substantially higher pension
rates than the old program. But,
changes in somedincome counted under
the new plan may make it advisable for
certain veterans to remain under their
cun'ent (old) plan, because certain
income that is ignored under the old
plan is counted in computing eligibility
for the improved plan.
The VA has been advising veterans to
remain under the old pension program
if it would be to the veteran's ad-
vantage. We suggest that you check
with your nearest Veteran's
Administration information office for
advice.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and
am a widow of 18 months. My husband
died in January INL. At the time. he
was drawing a $356 Social Security
disability pension. Can I get a widow's
pension from his Social Security? —
C .E . L.
You will be eligible for a widow's
benefit at age 60. Remarriage before
age 60 will cause you to lose this benefit,
unless that marriage ends in divorce or
death.
If you are now totally disabled, or
become disabled before age 60, you can
apply for disabled widow's benefits.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me if
Medicare would pay for nursing home
care for a man 92 years old who is senile
and almost blind? He lost his central
vision some years ago due to poor
circulation, but can see enough to get
around by himself. He doesn't know his
Bible Thought ,
And (Lodi said, ms presence shall
go with thee, and I will gibe thee
rest. Eaodus 33:14
The only If UV '1 .4 lh, c'
eVel expenence Ihn• rest ut nun. eh,
Is in the hand ot Cod and i,islii
total control
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wife or family. His wife takes care of
him, but she is 85 herself and not well.
Nursing home care is very expensive
and I thought Medicare only helped if a
person was hospitalized first. Can you
give us the requirements of this type of
coverage? — E.A.H.
Being hospitalized first is only one of
several qualifying factors for Medicare
coverage in a skilled nursing facility.
There are six basic requirements for
receiving 100 days of coverage in a
skilled nursing facility. They are:
1. Your medical care needs require
daily skilled nursing care or skilled
rehabilitation services;
2. A doctor determines that you need
skilled nursing or rehabilitation ser-
vices and orders such care for you;
3. You have been in a participating
or otherwise qualified) hospital for at
least three days in a row before your
admission to the skilled nursing
facility;
4. You are admitted within a limited
period, generally 14 lays after you
leave the hospital;
5. You are admitted for further
treatment of a condition for which you
were treated in the hospital;
6. The nursing home or extended care
facility is Medicare-approved.
Based on what you explained, this 92-
year-old man would probably not
qualify for Medicare coverage in a
skilled nursing facility, not now at any
rate. His condition would probably be
classified as needing custodial care, not
medical.
For further information on Medicare
coverage in a skilled nursing facility,
and information on all the facets of the
.Medicare program, we suggest
Heartline's guide to Medicare. This
booklet has just been revised and
reprinted and is current through all the
changes made in the program to July
1979. To order, send $1.75 to Medicare




Construction bid openings on the
Murray State University academic.
athletic facility which will include a
new football stadium are scheduled in
August.
Deaths reported include Frank
Hanley, 87, Omer Talby Jackson, 70,
Lurwin Lamar Swift, 60, Elmer 0
Rowlett, 77, and Mrs. T. E. Futrell.
The seed cleaning house of Clinton
Burchett was destroyed by fire on July
25.
Graham Feltner of Muray Route 1
was elected president of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau at the annual
membership meeting and picnic held at
the Murray-Calloway Jaycees'
Fairgrounds. Mrs. Feltner was elected
women's chairman.
Miss Pamela Cooper, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Rex Camp, was married to
Ricky Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Hosford of
Puryear, Tenn., observed their 55th
wedding anniversary on July 20.
20 1 ears Ago
A Mental Health Workshop for
teachers will be offered by Murray
State College in the new student union
building Aug. 10-26 with Dr. Ralph
Tesseneer, Department of Education,
MSC, as director.
Harry M. Young, Jr., Christian
County Farmer, and Holmes Ellis of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association will speak at the
picnic by the Calloway County Farm
Bureau on Aug. 1 at the Murray City
Park.
The Rev. William T. Call of Sedalia
will be the speaker at the revival ser-
vices starting Aug. 2 at the Goshen
Methodist Church.
The annual reunion of the Boatwright
Family was held at Kentucky State
Park with 90 persons present.
"Al Capone" starring Rod Steiger
and "Johnny Rocco" starring Richard
Eyer, Stephen McNally, and Coleen
Gray are showing at the Murray Drive
In Theatre.
30 1 ears AO-
PFC Hugh Wilkerson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wilkerson, has graduated
from Military Police School, Camp
Gordon, Ga. He joined the Air Force in
February.
Deaths reported include Dottie Lou
Cooper, five months, Doris K. Hopkins,
infant girl, and Mrs. Russell Parrott,
19.
Ann Crisp, present editor, and Bill
Taylor, retiring editor, of The College
News, Murray State College, presented
a picture of the field of public in-
formation at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Rev. T. G. Shelton will begin his
pastorate at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church on July 31. He has been pastor
at Big Rock Baptist Church, Big Rock,
Tenn.
Miss Gwendolyn Nance, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nanee, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., was married to Rob
Gingles, son of Mr. and Mrs Hugh
Gingles, Kirksey, on July 72.
"The Denver Kid" starring Allan




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. 18711
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Considerable commotion stirred the county by the rapid growth
of the Calloway County High School at Hazel, not to mention the
chagrin of officials at Murray High School who viewed the success
of the new county school as a challenge. Notwithstanding the Mur-
ray opposition, the greater confab originated with other sections of
the county protesting..the location of Hazel on the southern edge
of the county as a site for the county high school. Thus began the
first agitation leading to county high schools in other neighborhoods.
The C.C.H.S. reported 248 pupils, 50 of which were boarders ($12
a month), consequently aiding the economic growth of Hazel.
Murray High's ruffled feathers were soothed with the announcement
of building concrete sidewalks completely around the groundS,
therefore contributing a metropolitan touch to its appearance to
woo county students.
Hazel accepted the challenge by persuading the N.C.&St.L. Rail-
way to build a new depot on a lot north of the brick hotel. The
railroad was an important link of transportation for. students from
the north section of Calloway.
The 1911 year also marked wholesome signs of progress else-
where. A corn club was organized at Kirksey where a meeting was
held and improved seed corn distributed to young growers, including
Max Hurt, and modern methods of culture were encouraged by
attending state ag officials. R. T.. Wells was elected to thc board
of management of the Woodmen of the World in a national conNen-
tion held at Rochester, N. Y. The Knights of Pythias organized a
chapter in Murray where the J. N. Chapter of the U.D.C. was in
full bloom. The court house bond issue of $40,000, a second try in
as many years, failed to receive the necessary majority for passage
with 1,254 voting Yes, 724 No. Two-thirds majority was necessary.
The first complete publication of a county Rriancial statement
appeared which was a satisfying accomplishment for the officials



























































































BOty Cronin, a former'
member of the Murray State
University golf team from
Paducah, grabbed an early
lead with an eagle and two
birdies on the first three holes
and went on to win the rain-
abbreviated Murray
Invitational Tournament
yesterday by three strokes
with a four-under-par 68.
For the first time in the 20-
year history- -of- the --Murray
Country Club's two-day,
medal play tournament,
heavy rains early Saturday
washed out the • first day's
play, reducing the tournament
to yesterday's 18-hole affair.
Cronin, who graduated from
Murray State last December




himself early as the man to
beat for the 1979 laurels.
Reaching the 490-yard, par 5
first green in two, he stroked a




AURORA, Ky. - Mel
Purcell, a recent winner of
two gold medals in the Pan
American games, will par-
ticipate in an exhibition tennis
match Friday at the Kenlake
Tennis Center at Kenlake
State Park, an official has
announced.
Purcell will play an, as-yet-
unnamed professilonal or top-
ranking amateur in the
exhibition, the spokesman
said. A barbecue dinner at 6
p.m. will precede the. match,
which will be held outdoors in
the spectactor court.
The cost of the dinner and
exhibition is $5. Reservations
will be accepted until 4 p.m.
Thursday at the tennis center
474-2211, ext. 106.
Purcell is currently the
nation's top-ranked 21-and-
under amateur player.
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Rain-Shortened Triumph
Cronin Uses 4-Under 68 For Murray Invitational Golf Title
center of the cup for an eagle
three and to go two under par.
Moments later, he ran in
another from about the same
distance for a birdie on the
155-yard, par 3 second, sen-
ding him to the third tee three
under par for the initial two
holes.
Although he pushed his tee
shot behind some pine trees on
the right side of the 525-yard,
par 5 third hole, he punched
out and stuck his approach
shot 10 feet from the pin, then
calmly canned the putt for
another birdie and to go four
under par.
After routine pars at four,
five and six, he missed the
green on the 165-yard seventh
hole, chipped seven feet short
and two-putted for his only
bogey on the front nine.
Coming in with pars at eight
and nine, he made the turn
three under par at 33.
He then birdied the 298-
yard, dogleg 10th with an 8-
footer, and picked up another
6 4 -
:nom
at the 125-yard llth with a 15-
foot, downhill putting gem,
sending him to five under par.
He then played the next six
holes in even par before
faltering slightly at the 18th
and taking a bogey five on the
385-yard finishing hole after
his second shot had
ricochetted off a tree and left
him near the 13th • tee and
stymied from the green by two
towering trees.
Punching the ball beneath
the trees to the fringe of the
green, he chipped to within
two feet and ran the putt home
amid the cheers of a large
gallery for a one-under-par 35
on the back nine and his
sparkling 68 for the day.
Cochran, who has won five
major area championships
this year and who plays as a
senior member of the
University of Kentucky golf
team, made the turn only one
stroke back of Cronin, but hit
his tee shot out of bounds on
the 10th for a double bogey,
-
Two-time and defending champion Russ Cochran didn't have
as good a day in the Murray Invitational yesterday as he
would have liked: he shot an even-par 72 for third place.
Paducah Explodes, Forces
Final Legion Game Tonight
PADUCAH, Ky: — Six outs
from the district title, Bill
Cherry was confident. "We
had the game like we wanted
it," Cherry, the Murray
coach, said.
But the score didn't sit too
well with Paducah. It poured
across six runs in the eighth
inning to grab a 9-5 decision
yesterday at Brooks Stadium,
forcing tonight's third game in




righthander Brad Taylor to
the mound for Post 73 as
Murray hopes to win its first
district title in six years.
A 3-2 winner in the opening
contest Friday night, Murray
raced to a 5-2 lead over
Paducah as it attempted to
sweep the series. Yesterday's
game was origipally
scheduled for Saturday before
rain forced a postponement.
A double and an RBI single
pulled the winners within 5-3
in th seventh frame before
Paducah's six-run barrage in
the eighth. Two walks and six
hits later, Paducah owned its
9-5 margin.
Murray had broken a 2-2 tie
in the sixth by scoring three
times. Scott Tucker singled
for one of his three hits to open
the inning before consecutive
hits by David Mathis, Gibbs
and Bill Wilson made it 5-2.
Bruce Taylor walked to
open Murray's eighth inning,
but Post 73 was retired tamely
in the ninth.
Paducah 9, Murray 5
ab r h bi
Jeff J &clown. ss 5 1 1 0
Brad Taylor, rf 1 0 0 0
Chad Tucker, p 0 0 0 0
Dean Cherry, c 4 0 0 0
John Denham 0 0 0 0
Scott Tucker , 3b 4 1 3 1
Bruce Taylor, lb 3 0 0 0
Bill Milton. cf 4 0 0 0
David Mathis, If 3 2 2 0
Alan Gibbs, p 4 1 2 2
Bill Wllson, Tb 4 0 1 I
totals 3359
Murray 100 103 000 5 9 3
Paducah 103 010 16x - 9 11 1
GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE






TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
TWO CAR SPECIAL$2 99000 CorricsoleteelytelrFelooctodr
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putting him back at even par.
He then bogeyed both the
12th and 13th holes before
playing the final five holes in
two under par for a 38 and his
74 total for the day, landing






and Jimmy Musgove, both
finishing with 71's, tied for
s•-•cond, and Brown sank a
birdie putt on the first hole of a
sudden death playoff to win
the second-place silver and
merchandise certificate.
Both, like Cronin, had made
the turn three under par at 33,
but slipped to two-over 38's on
the back nine.
Brown went to the 15th tee
three under after birding the
500-yard par 5 14th hole, but
posted bogeys on the 435-yard
15th and the 190-yard 17th for
his back side 38 and 71 total.
Musgove was in serious
contention also at the 15th tee
at four under but bogeyed
three of the last four holes,
considered by many as the
most difficult finishing holes
in West Kentucky.
It was the third year in a
row for Brown, a recently
graduated member of the
.Southern Illinois Univerity
golf team, fa finish setond in
the Murray classic. Last year,
he fired a record-shattering,
nine-under-par 63 the first
day, only to see Cochran chip
away at his lead with a five-
under-par 67 the second day,
-catching him at the 34th hole
and taking a one-stroke lead to
the final tee after Brown had
missed the green and bogeyed
the 17th.
Both posted birdies on the
final hole in one of the most
exciting finishes in the
tournament's history as
Cochran won the tournament
for the second time in a row.
Benton's Kerry Creason and
Edwin White, a Hopkinsville
attorney playing the course
for the first time, posted 74's
to tie for fifth place in the
flight.
Lee Stewart of the host club,
and Cam Love, Hopkinsville,
ended in a tie at 76 in the first
flight and Stewart was
declared the winner after
Love had left the course,
making a sudden death
playoff impossible.
One stroke back at 77 was
Bill Sturgis, Paducah, and
David Buckingham and Bobby
Fike, both of Murray, were
next with 78's.
Bennie Brown of Lone Oak
and Charlie Irwin tied for the
second flight lead with 74's,
and Brown was declared the
winner after Irwin had left the
course.
Chad Stewart, Murray, and
Wilburn Sirls, Benton, were
next with 76's, followed by Bill
Farris, Benton, Tony Wilson,
Murray, and John Goliher,
Paducah — all with 78's.
Mayfield's Rudy Thorpe
birdied the first hole of a
three-way sudden death
playoff to win the third flight.
He had finished with 77 along
with Gene Landolt, Murray,
and Ray Heaton, Princeton.
Bruce Kersey, Paducah, and
Steve DeLong, Florence, Ala.,
were next with 79's.
Harvey Barrett, Calvert
City, was the fourth flight
'Winner with 79, one stroke in
front of Benton's Buck Hurley.
Larry Krouse, also of Benton,
was third with 81, while Dale
Chadwich and Chuck Wilson
were next, tied at 83.
The fifth and final flight was
won w ,
Mayfield, with an 84, six
strokes ahead of Paducah's
Don Akin. David Hunt,
Paducah, was next with 91.






Bobby Cronin watches a shot during his round yesterday in the Murray Invitational golf
tournament. Cronin shot a four-under-par 68 to win the title.
Nothing Personal
Carew Rips Four Hits As Angels Manhandle Minnesota
By KEN RAPPOPOR1
AP Sports Writer
For Rod Carew, it wasn't
anything personal. For Dan
Ford, it was.
Both California Angel
players made life miserable
Sunday for their former team,
the Minnesota Twins.
Carew had four hits, for the
40th time in his career and the
second time this year against
the Twins. Ford belted a two-
run homer among three hits to
help the Angels beat Min-
nesota 9-3.
"I don't get up over any
ballclub," said Carew', the
seven-time American League
batting champion who is
playing for the Angels this
season after a long career
with the Twins. "I just do my
job."
Carew left MinnesOta with a
sweet Angels contract and'no
hard feelings, but there was
considerable bitterness in
Ford's case. He was ex-
tremely unhappy in Minnesota
and just wanted out of town.
"I think Danny likes to beat
these guys," said Carew. "I
know he likes to beat Gene
(Manager .Gene Mauch ) and
he likes to stick it to Calvin
(Twins owner Calvin Grif-
fith.)"
Still mindful of his un-
pleasant time in Minnesota,
Ford said:
"Even though it hurt me, I
felt the experience ( with the
Twins) has helped me over the
long run. It's been a benefit for
me playing in the Twins'
organization. It was my first
chance to play in the majors
and the experience helped me
become the player I am
today."
In other AL games Sunday.
the Baltimore Orioles beat the
Kansas City Royals 6-4; the
Milwaukee Brewers trimmed
the New York Yankees 5-3;
the Detroit Tigers defeated
the Toronto Blue Jays 5-4; the
Cleveland Indians stopped the
Chicago White Sox 9-6; the
Oakland A's nipped the Seattle
Mariners 2-1 and the Boston




Carew and Ford teamed up
for the first runs against
Minnesota, and the Angels
were never headed. Carew
singled to lead off the first and
one out later, Ford blasted his
13th homer of the year, off
loser Darrell Jackson. Joe
Rudi later had a three-run
homer for the Angels to
highlight a four-run eighth.
Orioles 6, Royals 4 — Gary
Roenicke hit two homers as
Baltimore beat Kansas City
for its 10th victory in 12
games. Left-hander Scott
McGregor won his sixth game
in the last seven decisions
although he needed relief help
in the seventh from Dave
Ford, who gained his first
save.
Brewers 5, Yankees 3 —
Sixto Lezcano hit a two-run
single and Paul Molitor scored
twice, leading Milwaukee over
McAlister, Wilson Help Colt
Leaguers To 10-2 Drubbing
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Tim
McAlister laced four hits, and
Kim Wilson pitched a five-
hitter as Murray routed
Marshall County 10-2
yesterday in opening-round
play of the regional Colt
League baseball tournament
Murray plays Mayfield, a
10-0 winner over Fulton,
tonight at 8 p.m. in a winners'
bracket contest of the double-
elimination event. Marshall
County and Fulton will squarf'
•
off at 6.
Murray jumped to a 4-0 lead
in the first inning and never
trailed. Wilson, a righthander,
struck out eight and walked
two. He, along with Ronnie
Pace and McAlister, also
rapped doubles.
Joe Mark Alls, Marty
McCuiston, Don Hargrove,
Dan Key and McAlister all hit
safely in the big first inning.
Murray later scored two runs
in the third, fourth and fifth
innings to complete its output.
Murray 19, Marshall to 2
ab r
Joe Mark Alla cf 3 1 1
Marty McCuiston, 3b 4 3 2
Kim WiLson, p 4 1 1
Don Hargrove, rf 3 1 1
Den Key, If 3 1 I
Tim Alister. 1 b 4 1 4
Ronnie Pace, ss 4 1 2
Vic Marshall, 2b 3 0 2
Mark Smith, c 3 1 1
Todd Rutherford, ph 1 0 0
Barry Lee. ph 1 0 0
Darren Hooper, ph 1 0 0
totals
Marshall Co






New York for a sweep of their
fight-marred three-game
series.
Bill Travers and Bob
McClure combined to scatter
nine hits for the Brewers, who
lost third baseman Jim
Gantner by ejection because
of a seventh-inning scrap with
the Yankees' Lou Piniella.
The trend of battling started in
Milwaukee's 6-5 victory
Friday night.
Tigers 5, Blue Jays 4 —
Lance Parrish hit two solo
homers and Steve Kemp
added another bases-empty
blast to power Detroit over
Toronto. Rookie Pat Under-
wood scattered 11 hits, in-
cluding a solo homer by Rico
Carty. Underwood was
relieved in the eighth by
Aurelio Lopez, who won his
eighth save.
"Parrish is going to be one
of the great players in the
game," said Detroit Manager.
Spark y Anderson.
Indians 9, White Sox 6 —
Rick Manning's grand slam
homer following a two-run
shot by Gary Alexander
capped a seven-run second
inning, leading Cleveland over
Chicago. Rick Wise was the
winner with sixth-inning relief
from Paul Reuschel. The
triumph was the seventh
straight for the Indians, all
since Dave Garcia took over
the managerial reigns from
Jeff Torborg.
A's 2, Mariners I — Rookie
Mike Morgan pitched a three-
















Then, eacrk day. you've got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast.
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Olympic Trials Difficult




MOSCOW — Don Coleman
and Stan Vinson look like good
bets for next year's U.S.
Olympic track team after
anchoring three relay teams
to victory between them at the
Soviet Spartacade.
"But don't be too sure," said
Vinson, of Chicago, who
brought the 4x400 meter squad
home to victory.
"It's going to he tough
getting selected for the
Olympics. You never know
what will happen in our
country. There are 30 to 34
runners in the United States
who could have a good day and
make the team."
Coleman, 27-year-old runner
from Eugene, Ore., was the
hero as the United States
brought its final gold medal
total in track and field events
to seven.
He came from behind twice
— first in the 4x100-meter
relay and then in the 4x200
meters, a non-Olympic event.
Each time he overhauled
powerful Soviet runners in the
Central Lenin Stadium on the
track to be used for the
Olympics next July.
"It was the,first time I had
ever run 4x200," Coleman
said. "It was fun. hiked it."
Coleman was four yards
behind Valery Vladimorov of
the Russian Republic as he set
off on the last leg. He finished
five yards ahead.
In the 4x100 he came from a
yard behind Valery Schiap-
nikov of the Moscow squad.
The U.S. team —Cliff Wiley
Rich Edwards, Wardell
Gilbreath and Coleman — was
clocked at 39.33 sends in the
4x100. Coleman said they
would have made 38 seconds
except for a bad baton pass
after the second leg.
Ron Harris, Gilbreath, long
Jumper Carl Lewis, and
Coleman ran the 4x200 in 1:22.
Wiley, Harris, Fred Taylor
and Vinson won the 4x400 in
3:03.70 It was the second gold
medal for Vinson, who won the
400 meters Friday.
Two Americans won silver
medals. Craig. Masbach of
White Plains, N.Y., was a
close second to Vladimir
Ponomaryov of the Soviet
Union in the 1,500 meters. The
Russian clocked 3:38.6 and
Masbach, 3:38.9.
Benn Fields of Salisbury
Mills. N.Y., matched
Alexander Grigorev of the
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Soviet Union in the high jump
with a leap of 7 feet, 4s in-
ches, but the Russian had
fewer misses to win the gold
medal.
The eight-day track and
field program ended with one
of the closest finishes ever
seen in the marathon. After
pounding through the streets
of Moscow, six men entered
the stadium shoulder to
shoulder.
The first three were of-
ficially given the same time, 2
hours, 13 minutes, 20.0
seconds. Leonid Moseev of the
Soviet Union, the reigning
European champion, was
awarded first, followed by
Shigeru Sou of Japan and
Viktor Zubov of the Soviet
union.
Kenny Moore of Eugene,
Ore., the only American in the
race, finished in 2:36:5787 and
was far back in the field.
The Spartacade is basically
the Soviet Union's sports
festival, with athletes from
the 15 republics of the U.S.S.R
competing. Foreign athletes
were invited for the first time
to give them a taste of 1980
Olympic conditions.
Far to the north in
Lithuania, the U.S. men's
basketball team suffered its
second defeat in three games.
Ukraine defeated the
Americans 85-76.
Latvia downed the U.S.
women's team 100-87 despite
another fine performance by
Denise Curry, a 6-foot-1 center
from Davis, Calif., who scored
36 points, bringing her total to
101 in three games.
By Tony was.,
Bobby Cronin gestures after sinking a birdie putt on the 11th hole yesterday during the Mur-
ray Invitational. He shot a 68 to win the title.
One For The 'Old Man'
Graham Vows He'll Never Quit After Philadelphia Triumph
By the Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA — Pete
Rose is 38. Willie Stargell is 38.
Gaylord Perry is 41. Lou
Brock is 40. Jim Kaat is 40.
Hoyt Wilhelm, George Blanda
and Satchel] Paige played
until their uniforms were
almost torn off their backs.
Meet Lou Graham, a 41-
year-old golfer who says he'll
never quit. Not so long as he
can swing a club without
making a fool of himself.
That wasn't any fool at
Whit,emarsh Valley Country
Club Sunday who walked off
with the $45,000 first prize,
while a lot of kids young
enough to be his sons had to
wonder where he got his
stamina.
Graham trudged around
Whitemarsh's 6,687 yarbs four
days in heat and humidity that
wilted spectators. let' alone
players.
Then to cap an inspiring
performance, Graham had to
win a sudden death playoff
from Bobby Wadkins, 13 years
his junior.




By the Associated Press
CANTON, Ohio — Ken
Stabler sat on the end of the
bench and watched as David
Humm gave him a possible
preview of things to come.
Stabler, the quarterback
who has led the great Oakland
teams of recent years, was in
uniform Saturday. but didn't
take part in the Raider? 20-13
victory over the Dallas
Cowboys in the first game of
the National Football League
preseason schedule.
It was HUT= who directed
the Raiders to a 20-6 halftime
edge in the annual Pro
Football Hall of Fame game
before a record crowd of 20,648
in Fawcett Stadium. Jim
Plunkett played the second
half at quarterback for 4he
Raiders.
Stabler reported late to
training camp and is
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trade him to a team that more
appreciates his talents.
Humm connected on just six
of 12 passes for 69 yards, but
directed the Raiders on a 79-
yard, 17-play drive after the
opening kickoff.
Apparently referring to
remarks by Stabler that the
offensive line let him down
last season, Humm said, "I
can't say enough about the
offensive line. We're trying a
few things and the blocking
techniques are already
starting to come. I think this
was a good effort."
The Cowboys, defending
NFC champions, didn't take
the loss too seriously.
Dallas linebacker Thomas
"Hollywood" Henderson said:
"Basically, a game like this
you just try to get down from
85 players.
11 under par 273. On the first
sudden death hole. Graham
carved out a birdie 3, while
Wadkins thrashed around in
the rough and came in second.
Graham set a record round
Sunday as his goal. But he had
to settle for equaling the one-
round tournament mark of 7-
under-par 64.
His last triumph was the
1975 U.S. Open and he has only
four tour victories. But in the
15 years that the 6-foot, 175-
pound 'Graham has been on
the tour he has amassed
$1,027,397. His triumph Sun-
day made him Golf's 21st
millionaire winner.
It hasn't been easy, but it
has been profitable, those
hundreds of also-ran finishes.
That's one of the 'reasons the
Nashville, Tenn., native won't
quit. But pride is the
motivating factor.
Defending champion Jack
Nicklaus and J.C. Snead
finished 1 stroke back at 274,
10 under par. Bill Kratzert and
Dave Graham of Australia
were at 275. And at 276 were
Jerry Pate, Ray Flo0 and
Ben Crenshaw. Nicklaus shot
a final round 65.
Graham's playoff record
since he joined the tour in 1964
is 3-1. He said he had a
premonition he was close to
another triumph. .
"After a practice round at
Whitemarsh and the Pro-Am,
I felt that I wouldn't be sur-
prised if I won this tour-
nament or one in the next
couple of weeks," he said.
"I have been in the worst
slump of my career. I thought
I never would come out it. But
I came back to life. There is no
doubt about it, this is my most
satisfying win other than the.
Open," he said.
Graham has earned $68,252
this year, including the $45,000
he took home from
Whitemarsh.
Wadkins,- of course, was
disapointed.
He led the tournament by a
stroke with two holes to play
and blew it on the final hole.
He hit against a tree, had to
take a drop and a 1-stroke
penalty. When he missed a 20-
foot putt on the 18th green it
threw the tournament into a
tie.
"It was dead up against the
tree and I don't carry a
hacksaw in my bag," Wadkins
said. "Sure I feel terrible. I
came here td win not finish
second. I let myself down.
"There was no doubt in my
mind that he would make that
birdie putt," said Wadkins of
Graham's winning shot.
LPGA
STE. JULIE, Que. — Amy
Alcott answers questions the
way she plays her golf shots —
straight and decisively.
Alcott, 23, won the $150,000
Peter Jackson Classic in
sensational fashion Sunday,
finishing with a 40-foot eagle
putt on the par-five final hole
of the four-round Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament at the 6,434-yard,
par-73, Richelieu Valley Golf
Club.
Earlier she putted an almost
equal distance for a birdie on
the par-three 17th.
Asked if she had been
watching the leader board and
trying for an eagle on the 18th.
Alcott, bothered by laryngitis
and • a viral infection
throughout the tournament,
answered with a laugh.
-When I reached the 18th
green in two shots, I wasn't
looking for an eagle," she
said.
"I just wanted two putts and
a birdie. You never win
without a few breaks and I had
a few today — I'm a firm
believer in that. I was really
happY that I played up to my
Tickner's Says Sports Festival
Victory Proves He Still Has It
By the Associated Press
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. -'-Charles Tickner,
flashing the lyric grace and
abandon that made him the
world men's figure skating
champion in 1978, isn't quite
ready to step aside for the
younger American skaters
snapping at his heels.
In Tickner's view, his
comefrorn-behind per-
formance in the National
Sports Festival's individual
skating competition serves
notice that the three-time
national champion has no
plans to call it a career. c,
"I think I do well undir
pressure, ond I was undler




Scott Cramer of Colorado
Springs going into the free
skating portion of the com-
petition Sunday. But, despite a
sore ankle, he whirled through
a dizzying four triple jumps,
combined with five minutes of
classical precision. I
Cramer was good, but
Tickner, who finished fourth
in the last world cham-
pionships, was brilliant,
scoring mostly 5.8 and 5.9
marks.
Being older than most of
your rivals has its drawbacks.
he says. "When you're 13 or so
you don't know fear. But by
the time you're 18 or 19 you
realize, 'Gee, I could fall
down."
Unlike some of the 31 sports
being contested at the six-day
Festival, figure skating of-
fered — with one exception
what many believe will form
the nucleus of America's
,Olympic skating team in Lake
Placid, N.Y., next February.
As expected, Tai Elabilonia
and Randy Gardner won the
pairs, and 18-year-old
LisaMarie Allen claimed the
women's gold medal.
Allen, a stunning blonde
from Garden Grove, Calif.,
said her free skating program
included no triple jumps
because "I didn't feel I needed
it and I haven't been skating
much."
She may have been forced
into a more acrobatic per-
formance if world champion
Linda Fratianne of Nor-
thridge, Calif., hadn't missed
the festival with an ankle
injury.
In the dance competition,
favorites Judy Blumberg and
Michael Seibert thrilled a
hometown audience by win-
ning the event handily. .
Track and field Sunday was
Marked by the continuing
emergence of Tony Darden as
a force in the 400 meters.
Darden showed his Pan
American Games victory over
Olympic champion Alberto
Juantoreno of Cuba was more
than chance.
Darden, 21, sped to the best
time in the world this year,
45.02 seconds. Gasping for
breath in the 7,200-foot
altitude, he said he hadn't
ftliined in two weeks and was
surprised at the time.
Herman Frazier, bronze
medalist' in the 1976 (ames,
finished in 45.11.
potential."
Nancy Lopez took a bogey-
five on the par-four, 352-yard
16th, birdied 17, but could only
match par on 18 — a hole she
eagled Friday. She was locked
in a two-way tie with Alcott for
top spot at four-under when
she bogeyed 16.
Alcott finished With a three-
under-par 70 for the third
straight day after she shot a 75
in her first round. It gave her a
seven-under 285 for the
tournament, the $22,500 first
prize, her seventh tournament
win in her five years on the
tour. and $94,400 in earnings
this year.
Despite the six birdies and
three bogeys she carded and
the double-bogey Alcott took 
onthe 11th, Lopez finished
with a two-under 71 for the day





By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Unseeded Terry Moor of
Memphis goes up against John
Alexander of Australia today
in the finals of the 6175,000
Louisville Invitational Tennis
Classic.
In semi-final play Sunday
night, Moor upset fifth-seeded
Jose-Luis Clerc of Argentina
7-6, 6-0, and Alexander
squeezed by 11th-seeded Eliot
Teltscher of Palos Verdes,
Calif., 7-6, 5-7,6-4.
In the Moor-Clerc match,
Clerc was nearly flawless
while opening a 5-2 lead in the
first set. The 27-year-old
Moor, who has been in the
finals of only one grad prix
tournament in his career, took
advantage of numerous errors
by Clerc in winning 10 of the
final 11 games.
The only game Clerc won
during that span came when
he held serve at 6-6 of the first
set. Moor battled back from a
3-0 deficit in taking the
tiebeaker 7-5.
Moor had advanced to the
semi-finals earlier Sunday
when he defeated unseeded
Ross Case of Australia 4-6, 6-4,
7-6. He had previously upset
ninth-seeded Pat DuPre and
eighth-seeded Corrado
Barazzutti
Alexander whisted 13 aces
past Teltscher during their
two hour and 45 minute battle,
halted once by rain.
"He didn't stay back at all
today," said Teltscher, who
had upset third-seeded Jose
Higueras during the third
round Thu4sduy. "basically he
came in on all his first and
second serves."
"I served well," said
Alexander, rated 16th in the
world by the Association of
Tennis Professionals. "It was
the main facet of my play
today. I was winning my
serves comfortably. .When you
- can get in your first-"serve, and
get to the net, you can catch
your opponent off guard."
Teltscher went up 3-1 in the
first set, Alexander held serve
at 3-2, then broke Teltscher to
tie the match. Both players
held serve throughout the set,
sending it into a tiebreaker.
The Californian won the
first five points in the
tiebreaker, but Alexander
captured eight of the final nine
points to take the opening set.
Both players held serve in
the second set until Teltscher
broke the Australian to go up
5-3. He broke Alexander again
to win the set. Teltscher
moved ahead 1-0 in the final
set, but Alexander won the
next three games, holding
serve at 3.1, inclining three
consecutive game-opening
aces.
CAP D'AGDE, France —
Jimmy Connors defeated John
McEnroe 7-6, 2-6, 7-5 on the
final day of a $75,000 four-man
tennis series. Despite the loss,
McEnroe still won the $30,000
first prize in the six-day round
robin series.
•IVICHY, France — France's
Yannick Noah beat Dusan
Pohl 6-3, 6-2, 6-2 in the finals of
the four-nation Galea Cup
tennis tournament. Noah's
triumph gave France the cup
for the second consecutive
year.
HII,VERDUM, Netherlands
— Balasz Taroczy defeated
'fornas Sand to defend his title
in the $75,000 Dutch Open
Tennis Championships.
NORTH CONWAY, N.H. —
Manuel Orantes defeated John
Marks 6-2, 3-6, 6-1 in a $175,000
international men's tour-
nament, while Nick Saviano
knocked out Johan Kriek 7-5.
KITZBUEHEL, Austria -
Vitas Gerulaitis defeated
Pavel Slozil 6-2, 6-2, 6-4 to win
the Austrian Grand Prix
Tennis Tournament. Hana
Mandlikova won the women's
title over Sylvia Hanika 2-6, 7-
5, 6-3.
In the men's doubles final,
Heinz Guenthardt and Zeljko
Franulovic beat Antonio
Zugarelli and Dick Crealy 6-2,
Butkus, Unitas Are Inducted
Into Football Hall Of Fame
MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
CANTON, Ohio — Two men
who made their reputations
outside the National Football
League now are among the 102
distinguished members of the
Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Ron Mix, who as a member
of the San Diego Chargers for
10 years was the best offensive
tackle in the American
Football League, joined
former teammate Lance
Alworth as the only products
of that league to gain entry
into the pro football shrine.
Mix was enshrined Satur-
day, along with three better-




Johnny Unitas and Detroit
Lions defensive back, punter
and kick returner Yale Lary.
Mix, now a lawyer in San
Diego, said: "This is a day
that is truly beyond
description, and even beyond
thought. But I think of the men
who played the game before
me, whom I played with and
against. They had dignity and
courage and they wore their
scars proudly. Now we're a
part of this and I don't really
know how it happened."
Butkus was the most
emotional of the four as he
gulped back tears and said: "I
dreamed of being a great pro
football player as far back as I
can remember."
Pete Elliott, Butkus' coach
at Illinois and now executive
director of the Hall of Fame,
presented Butkus for en-
shrinement. He- said: "His
tackling was devastating, his
instincts fantanstic and he had
great intensity in everything
he did. Dick Butkus is the
yardstick for linebackers for
all time — a yardstick for
anyone to measure his own
intensity as a football player."
Butkus and Unitas, both of
whom retired in 1973, were
voted into the Hall of Fame in
their first year of eligibility.
Buster Ramsey, defensive
coach with the Detroit Lions in
Officials Say
Problems Abound
By the Associated Press
MOSCOW — U.S. officials
held firm that many American
track and field athletes failed
to come to Russia for the
Spartacade Games because of
visa problems, injuries and
other reasons and denied
reports that the athletes did
not show up because they were
not paid money they had been
promised.
the 50s, presented Lary. "He
had 50 interceptions in his
career, but I'm sure he would
have had 100 if the quar-
terbacks hadn't gotten smart
and thrown the ball away from
where he was playing,"
Ramsey said.
In Saturday's Hall of Fame
game, which traditionally
kicks off the NFL's preseason
schedule, quarterback David
Humm directed the Oakland
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HAPPY JACk Inc Snow HhI N C 2851991)
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.


























































































Sports At A Glance
Murray Invitational Results
Championship Flight


































































































Howard Boone 39-42 -81
Don Enzzell 3744-.81
Red Howe Jr 40-41-81


















Pal Howard 46-42 -89
Second Flight




























































































































































































































Kentucky League Tourney Is
Slated To Begin Tonight
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Three
of Murray's four entries kick
off action tonight in a double-
elimination Kentucky League
baseball tournament.
The Murray *Twins play
Fancy Farm at 6 p.m. on Field
No. 2, while the Murray As
'ace one of the three Mayfield
squads at 6 p.m. on Field No.
1. The Murray Astros tackle
Marshall County at 8 p.m.
The Cubs. Murray's fourth
team, drew a bye and face a
first-round winner Tuesday at
ft p.m. Kentucky League
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San Diego 44 59 449
Los Angeles 44 60 423
Atlanta 43 62 110
Saturday's Games
New York 6, Chicago 4
(Ucayali 4-6, Atlanta 64
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 3
St lows 5, Philadelphia 4
Houston 5, Los Angeles 2
San Diego 4, San Francisco 3
Sunday's Games
New York 4. Chicago 0. 1st game. 7
innings, rain shortened
Chicago at New York, 2nd game. ppd
rain
Montreal 5, Pittsburgh 1
St Louis 6, Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 4, San Diego 2
Cincinnati 9. Atlanta 4
Houston 4, los Angeles 3
Mooday's Games
St lows (Denny 4-8 and Thomas 04) at
Montreal Lee 10-6 and Palmer 3-21,
In).
New York (Swan 9-9J at Pittsburgh
(Candelaria 9-7 ( fl)
Chicago ( Fteuscbel 9-7 ) at Philadelphia
(Ruthven 7-5)
Los Angeles (Sutcliffe Sifli at Cincinnati
(Seaver 10-5 n




New York at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Philadelphia in)
St Louts at Montreal ( n I.
San Diego at Atlanta (n)
Le Angeles at Cincinnati in)
San Francisco at Houston in)
56 44 580
61 44 .551 14
52 49 515 5
50 47 515 5
42 55 433 13
WEST
60 46 586 -







BATTING (250 at bats)- Winfield, San
Diego. 337. Foster, Cincuuuiti, .333;
Hernandez, St Louis, .330: Brock. St Louis,
324, Templeton, St Louis, .324
RUNS- Schmidt, Philadelphia, 75;
Royster. Atlanta. 75; Matthews, Atlanta,
75; Lopes, Los Angeles, 71, North. San
Francisco, 74
RBI Schmidt, Philadelphia, it
Kingman. Chicago, 79; Winfield, San
Diego, 77; Foster, Cincinnati, 72; Clark.
San Francisco, 71
HITS. Matthews, Atlanta, 134; Winfield.
San Diego, 134. Garvey. Los Angeles, 133.
Templeton, St Louis. 127: Moreno. Pitt-
sburgh. irs.
DOUBLES. Rose, Philadelphia, 31,
Cromartie, Montreal, 28: Hernandez, St
Lows, 28. Matthews, Atlanta, 23; Reitz, St
Louts, 27, Griffey, Cincinnati, V.
TRIPLES Templeton, St Louis, 12;
McBride, Philadelphia, 9. Scott, St Louis.
9, Winfield, San Diego, 9; Henderson, New
York, 8, Moreno, Pittsburgh, 11, Her-
nandez, St Lows, 8.
HOME RUNS: Schmidt, Philadelphia,
38, Kingman. Chicago, 35; Winfield, San
Diego. 24; Matthews, Atlanta, M. Lopes,
Los Angeles, 22.
STOLEN BASES' Moreno, 'Pittsburgh,
13; North, San Francisco, 42; Scott, St






Mike Proly, pitcher Placed Mike Colbern,




NEW YORK JETS-Released Ed
Schultz, quarterback.
Si LOUIS CARDINALS-Releasei
Larry Miller and Larry Allen,
linebackers; Bruce Carter, defensive
back, and Roger Cook, tackle Announced
that Steve Bernardo, guard, left training
camp
SOCCER
North American Soccer League
FORT LAUDERDALE STRIKERS-
Suspended George Best, forward, for an
indefinite peflod of time.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
• L Pet. GB
kialuniore 69 34 678 --
Huston C 37 636 5
Milwaukee 63 41 606 64
Neve York 56 48 534 14
Detroit 52 49 515 16
Cleveland 50 52 490 14`a
Toronto 32 72 301 3741
WEST
California 60 45 571
Minnesota - 54 47 535 4
Texas 54 48 573
Kansas City 50 52 490 8,2
Chicago 46 57 447 13
Seattle 44 62 415 164
Oakland 29 76 276 31
Saturday's Games
Oakland 6, Seattle 5
Toronto 3. Detroit 0
Milwaukee), New York 2
Cleveland 10, Chicago 5
Kansas City 6, Baltimore 3
Boston 1, Texas 0
California). Minnesota 0
Sunday's Games
Detroit 5, Toronto 4
Cleveland 9, Chicago 6
Milwaukee 5, New York 3
Baltimore 6, Kansas City 4
Calif orma 9. Minnesota 3
Oakland 2, Seattle 1
Boston 3, Texas 2
Mooday's paints
Boston Renko 9-9- at Cleveland (Waits
104) In).
Baltimore (Stone 8-71 at Milwaukee
)Slaton 10-6) in).
New York (John 13-4) at Chicago
(Worthana 11-9) In).
Toronto (Stab 3-1) at Kansas City
(Gun 8-71(n)
Detroit (Morris 9-5 at Texas (Johnson
4-12) In).
Seattle (Parrott 8-7 at California (Barr
741(n)
Minnesota I Goltz-9-7 at Oakland (King-
man 1-31 (n).
Ttseaday's Games
Boston at Cleveland, 2, it-n)
Baltimore at Milwaukee n ).
New York at Chicago f n
I Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING (250 at bats). Lezcano,
Milwaukee. .337; Downing. Chliforma,
.334; Smalley. Minnesota, .133: Kemp,
Detroit, 332; Bochte, Seattle, .330.
RUNS. Baylor, California, 79; Lansford,
California, 77; Brett, Kansas City. 77:
Jones, Seattle, 74, Rice, Boston, 72.
RBI. Baylor, California, 96; Lynn,
Boston, 81; Singleton, Baltimore, 78; Rice,
Boston, 77; Kemp, Detroit, 77.
HITS- Brett, Kansas City, 139; Smalley.
Minnesota. 129; Rice, Boston, 125; Lan-
du-d, California, 125; Molitor. Milwaukee,
123; Bell, Texas, 121
DOUBLES Lynn, Boston, 28; Cooper.
Milwaukee, 26, Lemon, Chicago, 38;
Bochte, Seattle, 26; Washington, Chicago,
25; Brett, Kansas City, 25
TRIPLES: Brett, Kansas City, 13:
Molitor, Milwaukee. 9; Randolph, New
York, 8; Wilson, Kansas City, 8; Ban-
nister, Chicago. 7; Porter, Kansas City,?:
Jones, Seattle, 7.
HOME RUNS Singleton, Baltimore, 25;
Lynn, Boston, 25; Baylor, California, 25;
Rice, Boston, 24; Thomas, Milwaukee, 24.
STOLEN BASES. LeFlore, Detroit, 51;
Wilson, Kansas City, 42, Wills, Texas, 26;
Bonds, Cleveland, 25; Bumbry, Baltimore,
24 
-PITCHING (10 Deastonsi: Davis, New
York, 9-1, 900, 2.44; Kern, Texas, 10-2,
.1113, 1.39; Zahn, Minnesota. 9-2, .818. 3,34:
Clear, California, 10-3, .769, 3.26
Pony Leaguers
Play Tonight
PADUCAH, Ky. — Murray
faces Paducah American at 6
p.m. today in first-round
action of the Pony League
state baseball tournament
here at Jetta Raper Field in
Noble Park.
The winner plays Wed-
nesday at 8 p.m., while the
loser plays Wednesday at 6.
The tournament is a double-
elimination affair.
While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And, if you want us to'stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
v. AR the
Murray Ledger & Times
.. -
The A's, who will play a first-round game tonight in a Kentucky League All-Star Tournament in Mayfield, are, front row
from left: Jerry Eldridge, Eric Grogan, Chris Drew, Bill Maddox, Jody Burkeen and Brooks Barton. In back are Jody
Speight, Tony Wade, Tim Greer, Alan Cochran, Daryl Rogers, Rodney Skinner and Phil Bryan. Also shown are coaches
Danny Garland and William Vance. By Gerald Carter
6-8 Pitcher Richard Uses His Bat
As Astros Edge Los Angeles 4-3
By FRANK BROWN -
AP Sports Writer
Houston pitcher James
Rodney Richard, imposing at
6-foot-8, stood at home plate —
where he is anything but
imposing. He carried a
helmet, a bat, and a .105
batting average with which to
terrorize Los Angeles pitcher
Terry Forster.
Richard is up to .121 now,
thanks to the ninth-inning
single he hit Sunday night.
Later, he scored on Cesar
Cedeno's triple and the Astros
had a 4-3 triumph over the
Dodgers.
After the victory' returned
his team's lead to 31/2 games
over the Cincinnati Reds in the
National League's West
Division, Houston Manager
Bill Virdon admitted he had
thought of sending a pinch-
hitter up in Richard's place.
The game was tied, it was the
ninth inning, and, well, there
was that batting average to
think about.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
"Sure, that always crosses
your mind in that situation,"
said Virdon, "but we decided
if he was all right we would go
with him. And fortunately, he
was the hitter we needed."
For nine innings, Richard
was the pitcher the Astros
needed. He scattered five Los
Angeles hits and struck out
eight Dodgers to raise his
major league-leading total to
182. When it was over, he had
recorded. his ninth straight
victory over Los Angeles since
1976.
Meanwhile, the Reds beat
the Atlanta Braves 9-4, the
Montreal Expos bested the
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-3, the
St.Louis Cardinals clipped the
Philadelphia Phillies 6-5, the
San Francisco Giants beat the
San Diego Padres 4-2 and the
New York Mets blanked the
Chicago Cubs 4-0 in a game
shortened by rain to seven
innings.
"I don't get up for the
Dodgers any more than any
Cronin Fires
68 For Win
Continued From Page 5
In addition to finishing
among the leaders in the third
flight, Landoll also was
awarded the club's Don
Grogan Memorial Trophy as
the player from the host club
finishing with the lowest score
in the third flight.
The trophy honors the
memory of a popular member
of the club who lost his life two
years ago in the tragic
Beverly Hills supper club fire
at Southgate, Ky. Grogan, a
regular • participant in the
tournament, always played in
the third flight.
One hundred and ninety-six
golfers participated in the
tournament, directed again
this year by Dr. Joe Resseroat.
Murray dentist and the club's
newly established medal play
champion.
other team," said Richara. "1
just try to prepare and relax in
every game I pitch."
He wasn't fully relaxed until
he had scored the winning run.
"As I reached the plate, I
wanted to make sure I touched
it, so I just reached down with
my hand," said Richard, 9-11.
"It was a joy. I had no
thoughts in my head. It was
the thrill of victory." For Los
Angeles it was the second
defeat in a row after six
consecutive victories.
Reds 9, Braves 4 — Third
baseman Ray Knight drove in
five runs with two doubles and
a homer, pacing Cincinnati's
rout of Atlanta.
Knight even managed to
find something positive in the
loss of George Foster, who has
been disabled by a pulled leg
muscle.
"I'll be glad when he gets
back," said Knight, who
admitted that "in some
respects, we've probably
played better with him out.
When he's not in the lineup, we
know we've got to do some
things we don't have to do
when he's in it."
Expos 5, Pirates 3
Montreal, knocked out of first
place for the first time in 45
days Saturday night, held a
team meeting before Sunday's
game and promptly returned
to the top spot.
Andre Dawson drove in
three runs with a bases-loaded
triple and Rusty Staub
cracked a pair of RBI singles
as the Expos salvaged the
finale of its fourgame series
with Pittsburgh.
Cardinals 6, Phillies 5 — The
visiting Cardinals scored four
runs in the fifth, complete
their three-game sweep of
Philadelphia, and passed the
Phillies by a fraction of a point
in moving into fourth in the
East.
St. Louis' percentage is
.5154639, while Philadelphia's
is .5148514.
Giants 4, Padres 2 — Jack
Clark hit a two-run homer and
Joe Strain contributed a run-
scoring single, carrying San
Francisco past San Diego.
Mets 4, Cubs 0 — Lee
Mazzilli and Richie Hebner
drove in two runs apiece,
lifting New York over
Chicago. Kevin Kobel and Ed
Glynn combined to hold the
Cubs to two hits before further






Here's how it works:
A stopwatch begins after you
place your order. You'll have your
lunch within 60-seconds, or you'll
win a certificate for a free
delicious Sundae redeemable on
your next visit to McDonaldis®*
We're fast, or you get a free
Sundae.
Nobody can do it like
McDonald's can.TM
*Grill and drive-thru orders
excluded
Offer is good 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. thru
August 26th
at participating McDonald's.
Caws in and tut Cheryl and Soo




107 N. 12th St,
Murray. Ky.
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Home laundry methods can
be successful in removing
pesticide residues from
clothing worn during chemical
application, but special care is











and Hose Assemblies are
designed to give dependable
service and maximum per
formance Cost minded okr
ators in industry recommend
STRATOFLEX Whatever your
requirements in flexible hose
assemblies and detachable
reusable hose fittings or





















Caution is needed, ac-
cording to Chris Christensen,
because insecticides can enter
a person's body through the
skin and inhibit the nervous
system.
, Clothing improperly han-
dled and laundered can result
in needless contamination,
says Christensen.
He notes four occasions
when contamination of
clothing is possible: when
mixing chemicals, spraying,
repairing equipment or when
equipment malfunctions while
in use.
In the event of a con-
centrated spill, the specialist
warns, -Get clothing off
immediately and wash the
body with plenty of soap."
Clothing affected by a con-
centrated spill should be
washed several times or
discarded.
A group of Iowa researchers
performed tests to determine
if residues were being





A tobacco sucker control
chemical that usually results
in lower maleic hydrazide
(MH residues is registered
for use in Kentucky this year.
FST-7, a blend of fatty
alcohol and maleic hydrazide,
provides sucker control on
burley tobacco comparable to
MH, accordint to IRA Massie,
Extension specialist in
tobacco at the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Massie said FST-7, when
used at the labelled rate of
nien quarts per acre, will
supply substantially less
maleic hydrazide to tobacco
plants.
The produce must be ap-
plied as a semi-coarse pray
over the top of plants so that
some of the material will run
down the stalk to the ground
level. A multi-nozzle spray,
three nozzles over each row,
and low pressure not to exceed
25 pounds are necessary to
provide good coverage
without damaging leaves, said
Massie.
''FST-7 was tested by the
Regional Tobacco Growth
Regulator Committee —UK is
represented on the committee






Diarrhea and Foot Rot
FARMERS FRIEND




Jerry Brown 753-9880 Industrial Rd. 753-2924
procedures. Researchers used
two types of work fabrics and
a herbicide and an insecticide
for the tests.
The fabrics were con-
taminated with the chemicals
and washed and dried ac-
cording to normal laundry
methods, when the fabrics and
water samples were tested for
chemical residues.
"The research showed that
home laundry methods
remove agricultural chemical
residues from clothing, but




pesticides from clothing worn
during pesticides application:
—Launder daily clothes that
are worn while applying
chemicals.
—Don't mix contaminated
clothing with other laundry.
—Put contaminated
clothing in a plastic, bag to
await laundering or place
directly into the washing
machine.
—Use hot water (140







thoroughly in an automatic
dry for 30 minutes at the
regular fabric setting.
—Remove any leftover
chemicals from the washing
machine by running the
machine through the complete
laundering cycle using the
detergent but no clothing
4111111111.111110AMMOIMOOMOINTWANIEsaatill ,
County Small Farm Project Approved
A Kentucky county's project
to help small acreage farmers
increase their production and
income is one of six approved
by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
The project will help 60
farmers in Fleming County.
The proposal for the
Fleming project was one of
seven presented from Ken-
tucky. Some 46 projects were
submitted from states
following a series of small
farm regional conferences




ACTION, the parent body of
the Peace Corps, are coor-
dinating their resources to
help small and part-time




assistance to selected farmers
by re-distributing existing
funds.
This is the first time such an
approach has been tried.
Concentrating funds in
Fleming County will make
815,000 available for the
project, according to Jim
Nlabry, county Extension
agent for agriculture.
Mabry, who worked with
representatives of several
federal agencies in developing
the Fleming County proposal,
said, "We thought we had a
pretty good plan when we
went over. it." But he. said
receiving the go-ahead from
USDA still was a surprise.
The plan, targeting the
southeastern part of the
county, is an ambitious one,
aiming overall to improve the
Supplies Termed Good
1979 is turning into a good
fruit and vegetable crop year
in Kentucky, according to an
Extension horticulturist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Large amounts of rain in
most parts of the state and
accompanying cooler tem-
peratures have put a lot of
crops behind schedule, said
John Strang. But barring
prolonged heavy rainfall, the
specialist thinks overall the
state should reap a good
harvest.
Peaches are making a
comeback in the state this
year. Strang said the state
hasn't had a good crop in
several years due to winter
freeze.
"It's been a while since
we've had 41 good peach crop
like this," he commented.
A big apple crop is in the
making, too, although wetness
has promoted more disease,
such as apple scab. The Lodi
apple crop turned out well,
and ripening this month and in
August, depending on the
location in the state, are
promising crops of Duchess,
Wealthy, Williams Red, Paula
Red and McIntosh varieties.
Strang said another fruit
frozen out in recent winters
has reappeared in Kentucky
this year. Thornless black-
berries are coming in for the
first time in three years.
Tomatoes, already being
harvested in Western Ken-
tucky, are ripening in the
central part of the state now.
This promises to be a good
year for that crop, although
Strang noted some splitting
has occured because of wet
weather conditions.
The moisture also is
promoting bacteria wilt in
cucumbers. and cantaloupes,
added the specialist.
Price-wise, a lot of variation
is being seen, said Strang,
adding that cost depends on
the grower and location.
Prices this season seem-to be
in line with last year's prices,
he said.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture's economists have
issued a forecast for the
production of the swnmer's
early harvested noncitrus
fruit at almost 11 percent
higher than last year's small
crops. The economists
forecast larger production for
all summer fruits except tart
cherries.
Total supply of U.S. peaches
is expected to be up seven
percent from last year. And
freestone production in the





Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
molly local firms- such as:





Freed Cotham Co. Inc.




Take Advantage Of Group Rotes And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179




Hot days are not con-
ducive to hard work in the
garden but with summer
vegetables now corning into
their own, this is no time_to
let. up if we are to enjoy a
continuous yield. Use a sharp
hoe on the weeds and keep an
eye out for the inset of plant
diseases and insect invasions.
Use maneb or zineb for
control of early and late
blight in tomatoes.
For insects, sevin can be
used for control of chewing
insects and malathion for
control of sucking insects.
Either dust or spray will dc
the job and the manner ot
application of these two
insecticides is more of a
matter of choice than form.
Also to help speed the
maturing vegetables on their
way. give them a light dose of
nitrogen. UK College of
Agriculture garden specialists
warn, however, to go easy on
this side dressing. Else you
may wind up with molt
leaves than vegetables. A
good rule to follow when
going out to side dress
peppers, tomatoes, eggplant.
squash and melons is to check
and see if, these plants 
tiave
set fruit. If they have, t
hen it
will he well to give each plant
a small dose of 
nitrogen
Actually to be fail safe with
this mid-summer 
fertilizing,
check with your local Counts
Extension Agent.
UK's • Extension horticu
l-
or
turists also say that 
your
dep will product more if
-you hanfest 
Most vegetables
when they ripen. 
Cucumbers,
tomatoes, peppers, green
beans, eggplant and sum
mer
squash will stop 
producing if















Hensley, a cucumber plant
economic status of the farmi
families involved as well the
resource base and enhancing
the environment in the area.
One means of achieving the
goals is by planting
vegetables, small fruit trees,
strawberries, peppers for
commercial use and other
appropriate produce crops.
Mabry said money will be
provided to purchase garden
seed, plants and fruit and nut
trees for the farmers to plant.
"We will encourage the sale of
produce that the families don't
consume or store for later use.
This way," he explained, "not
only will cli'ets be improved but
additional income also will be
derived."
The Cooperative Extension
Service will be providing
educational materials, soil
testing services and technical
know-how for. the 60 farm
families.
But the project isn't in-
tended to touch only the dinner
tables of the participants.
Other agencies involved will
work with the participants on
weatherization of their homes




Action Agency, aided by
employees of the Com-
prehensive Employment
Training Act program, and
the Farmers Home
Administration all will be





servation Service and The
Forest Service will play a
major part in helping set up
forestry and wildlife
programs since 80 percent of
the land in the target area is
forest.
Fleming County govern-
ment also has been writter
into the plan. The roac
department will provide
assistance in cleaning up
dumping areas on rights-of-
way, according to Mabry.
Taget date for completion of
the project is 1961.
Other states receiving
approval of their projects are
Alabama, Georgia, New
Mexico, Nevada and Rhode
Island. The projects will be




Results Of Attack On Japanese
Beetles Termed Very Successful
Knott countians who last
year launched an attack on
Japanese beetles had to wait a
year to begin to see the results
of that assault, but the wait
was worthwhile.




"Everybody I've talked to is
thrilled to death. Some beetles
have been seen, but nothing
like last year," added the
agent.
Francis noted that the peak
season for the pests, which he
refers to as miniature June
buts, is late Juen. During this
period last year, the Exten-
sion office was fielding 75-80
calls per day from people
wanting to know what to do
about the insects eating-
'garden plants, shrubs, trees
and crops.
This year the calls have
dwindled to one or two a day
•r •
1411Ulle
The change is due to milky
spore bacteria which some
3,400 homeowners used on
their lawns -last fall.
Milky spore disease kills
Japanese beetles in the grub
or over-wintering stage of
their life cycle which takes
place in the sod. The bacteria
spread rapidly and far and
infect the beetles as they
develop.
The expensive material
required to start the activity
was supplied by Knott County
Fiscal Court and the County
Extension Board through the
Extension office. Some 32
volunteers in Knott County
communities dispensed the
bacteria during the campaign
against the beetles. -
Around $1,400 worth of the
bacteria was distributed free
of charge, since widespread
participation is essential for




Gc3rdening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
UnIversity of Kentucky College of Agriculture
will produce only 10 or 12
cucumbers if these fruits are
allowed to mature and turn
yellow. Pick the fruit - while
they are still mature and a
single plant may produce up
to 50 cucumbers.
In harvesting these and
other crops, pinch off the
fruit carefully to avoid
twisting, tearing, or otherwise
damaging the mother plant.
To do otherwise may make
the plant susceptible to
disease or insect invasion.
Whenever a crop Nhas
finished producing, remove
the residue. This eliminates
debris that might harbor
insects or diseases Removing
the trash will dear the way
for planting a late crop of
turnips, kale, lettuce, ollatfit
variety of greens.
These vegetables taste
mighty good when the snow
starts to fly.
Francis.
He noted that attempts to
eradicate the insects in other
places have failed because
property owners were
required to purchase the
bacteria which sells for $10 to
$12 per six-ounce can at a
discount, so participation was
limited.
The amount of milky spore
required depends on whether
the infestation is community-
wide or restricted to one
property. "If only one lawn is
infested, then a large ap-
plication is needed to stop the
movement of the beetles,"
explained the agent.
Francis said one application
of the bacteria begins a
process which lasts over 20
years as the substance is
perpetuated by. tile grubs
themselves. Francis and
Knott County officials set a
three-year eradication goal
for the county, figuring the
bacteria should be well in-
corporated into the lawns by
then.
In the meantime, property
owners are being encouraged
to spray when they spot
beetles which escaped last
fall's treatment. The number
is not as great as it might have
been since treatment is more
effective following a wet
season such as Knott Couny
has had.
A plus to the milky spore
bacteria is its effect on soil
and other insects. Francis
said research shows the
bacteria infect only Japanese
beetles and are not harmful to








You re good at what you do. You take pride
in making money for your customers.., you
want to keep learning and provide greater
service to your customers ... and, you are
willing to work at being the best.
Now, all you need is an opportunity to
put it all together. We have it,. along with
a high quality product, the best service, the
best advertising and promotion back-up
Plus, high income possibilities and fringes
You won't find a better opportunity in ag
























Take 94 East, turn right on 497, follow the signs.
Everyone Welcome
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What's the best vegetable to plant?
Check UKCA Horticulture Department's recommendations.
"What are the best varie-
ties of vegetables for me to
raise in my garden?"
That's a question posed in
the mind of most every gar-
dener at some time prior to
"putting in" a garden "next
spring."
You may hue in mind
what tomato you want to
grow "next year" but are un-
decided about beans, carrots,
radishes or even asparagus.
"Planning the garden is
really quite important," says
C. R. Roberts, Extension
specialist in vegetable crops in
the Department of Horticul-
ture and Landscape Design of
UK's College of Agriculture.
"A lot of gardeners begin
thinking about next year's
garden this time or year, al-
though there's still a lot of
winter coming up before gar-
dening time again," he said.
Home gardeners as well as
commercial vegetable growers
can have much greater success
with their crops. by selecting




Department provides a list of
recommended varieties for
Kentucky-varieties selected
on the basis of such things as
increased yield, disease resist-
ance, better plant vigor,
better quality and the
requirement of less space, the
latter point pertaining to
dwarf type vegetables.
Roberts said plant breed-
ers are constantly seeking to
develop new varieties or to
improve existing-ones.
"There. we _many good
varieties." the Extension
vegetable crop specialist
noted. "However, those listed
are considered to be as good
or superior to other varieties.
"Some varieties may not
be available locally and may
have to be ordered by mail,"
he said, "but with this list in
hand, a person can sit down
with a seed catalog during
lung winter nights and select
the variety the individual




according to the vegetable,
are as follows, with the "days








Round pod,. -tender. Good
for freezing. Tolerant to com-
mon bean mosaic.
Tenderette (53 days)
White seeded. Good for can-
rung and freezing. Tolerant to
common bean mosaic.
GROW MORE ON LESS LAND-One idea to provide growing
space for more vegetables in limited areas is to interplant some











Bush Blue Lake Strains
(53-60 days) Very high
quality. Good for canning




days) Good for freezing and
canning. Strings or bean pods.
White seeded.
Kentucky 191 Moderately
vigorous climber. Tolerant to
some strains of rust. Good for
dry shell as well as snapbean.
Beans, Lima (Bush)-




Early. Excellent q lity.
Small seed.
King of the Garden (Pole)
(98 days) Good climber. 5"
lung pods.
Beets-
Detroit Dark Red (66
days) Nearly globe shaped.
Uniform shape. ,
Green Top Bunching (58
days) For greens only.
Broccoli-
Premium Crop (80 days)
Large heads. All America
Selections, Silver Medal Win-
ner 1975.
Green Comet (70 days)
Early. Yellows resistant. An
abundance of smaller heads
formed -actec center head
removed. _
Waltham 29 (75 days)
Dwarf, -Compact plants.
Adapted for late summer and
fall planting.
Cabbage- - --
Savoy Ace (81 days)
Waffle textured leavtif. 4-41/2
lb. head.





days) For heavy or shallow
soils. Broad, blocky, shaped
roots with little taper.
Pioneer (67 days) Excel-
lent quality hybrid. Deep
orange flesh.
Cauliflower -
Snow Crown (50 days)
Vigorous growing hybrid.





Yellow. Early, Ears 71/2".
Plant height 4 ft. Tip fill
good.
Southern Belle (72 days)
Yellow. Shows good toler-
ance to MDM disease. 6' plant
height. Tip fill good. 8" ear
length.
NK-199 (75 days) Yellow.
Good blocky ear. Tip fill
good. 71/2" ear.
Gold Cup (80 days)
Yellow. Excellent quality.
71/4" ears. Tip fill good.
Silver Queen (95 days)
White. Excellent quality. 81/4"
ear. Tip fill good.
Cucumbers-
Poinsett (Slicers) (65 days)
Fruits 61/2-71/2" long. Dark







Akita Early (95 days)
Emerald (80 days)
Eggplant-
Classic Hybrid (76 days) A
long tapered fruit. Rich, deep
purple, black color. Heavy
yielder.
Kale-
Vates (Blue Curled) (57
days) 15-20 inches tall.
Lettuce-
Kentucky Bibb (54 days)
Dark green butter head type.
Grand Rapids (43 days)




Gold Star (Hybrid) (87
days) Heavy yielding.
Medium sized fruit. Deep
orange flesh.
Burpee Hybrid (82 days)




Heat and drought resistant.
Southern Giant Curled (45
days) For spring and fall gar-
dens.
Okra-
Emerald (65 days) Smooth
pods, spineless.
Onion-
Ebenezer (30 days) Green
onions grown from sets.
Stuttgarter Good to grow
from sets. Bulbs are flattened.
Shaped like Ebenezer. Glouy,
light brown skin. Holds well
in storage when cured well.
Peas—
Sparkle (60 days) Early.





Bell Boy (Sweet) (70 days)
Blocky fruit.
Large Red Cherry (hot)
(80 days) Round fruit.
diameter.
Potato (Irish)-
Superior Early. White skin.
Kennebec Late. White
skin.






Spirit Hybrid (100 days)
All America Selection.
Bronze Medal Winner 1975.

















days) Summer squash. Green
fruit.
Gold Bar (50 days) Sum-
mer squash. Yellow fruit.
Patty Pan (50 days) Sum-
mer squash. White fruit.
Acorn (Table Queen) (85
days) Winter squash. Green
fruit.
Butternut (90 days)
Winter squash. Brown fruit.
Tomatoes-
Jet Star (75 days) For
staking, caging or trellis.
Fusarium and verticillium
wilt resistant. Good producer.
Better Boy (75 days)
(Same as above)
floramerica (80 days) All
America Selection Winner.
Resistant to or tolerant of
numerous diseases. An excel-
lent producer at U.K.
Ramapo (85 days) Excel-




Roma (76 days) Paste
type. Plum or pear-shaped
tomato. Resistant to fusarium
and verticillium wilt.
Turnip-
Seven Top (42 days)
Grown for greens.
Purple Top Globe (55
days) Grown for roots.
Watermelon-
Stoke's Sugar Hybrid (70
days) 15-16 lb. Oblong shape.
Red Fleshed.




Crimson Sweet (97 days)
15-25 lbs. Green striped. Red
fleshed. Good producer.
Roberts said the Depart-
ment of Horticulture and
Landscape Architecture of
UK's College of Agriculture
continually evaluates many
varieties of vegetables and
noted "there are many new
promising varieties each
year." He added that changes
in recommendations are made
as superior varieties become
available.
Leo Brauer




from Ektens•on Specialists at
the UK Colktge of Agriculture
Make a grocery list before
going to the supermarket.
This practice will prevent
"impulse" buying, according
-to Extension food specialists
with UK's College of Agri-
culture. Comrare items that
are similar in size, quality and
price Also, leave the kids at
home and shop when you are
not hungry to help keep the
food bill down.
S. Mama Imam OEM
mt. c.o., me swum*
aant
•
SMALL GARDEN PLAN-A plan
for ,a small vegetable garden, 20 by
15 feet, has been developed by the
National Garden Bureau. Specialists
in the Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture Department of UK's
College of Agriculture view it as
ideal for limited space in Kentucky
urban areas. The plan divides a
garden into five beds, each two feet
wide, with one foot wide walkways
between the beds. 
T IMO ,0•111 11.0111


















Agriculture Jim William has
proposed to continue the
untied, baled burley tobacco
marketing experiment
another year by extending
price support and official
grading for limited quantities
of the tobacco through the
197940 season. The ex-
periment, including the
support prices and grades,
was originally slated to be in
effort only through last year's
season.
Under the proposed ex-
tension, any producer in-
terested in marketing baled
1979 crop burley tobacco
would apply this September at





In the signup and marketing
process, there are only three
proposed changes from last
year.
-Each producer would be
4uaranteed price support on
the larger of 1,500 pounds or 25
percent of the farm marketing
quota (instead of 5 percent
last year.)
-Any unwanted quota
would be apportioned to
producers desiring to sell
more than 25 percent of the
farm marketing quota from a
State pool instead of a county
pool.
-Sales opportunity would
he available on each sales day
instead of only five specified
days.
As part of today's proposal,
tobacco graders with the
Department's Agricultural
Marketing Service would
continue to apply official
grades to the limited quan-
tities of untied burley packed
-in, bales during- the 1979-80
season.
Comments regarding price
support should be mailed
Director, Price Support and
Loan Division, ASCS-USDA,
P.O. Box 2415, Washington,
D.C. 20013.
Comments concerning
grade standards should be




If you find yourself reach-
ing for the same cuts at the
meat counter week -after week,
now's the time to break the
routine and experiment with
the variety of budget-pleasing
pork cuts available. For pork
that's high in flavor and ver-
satility and low in price, try
boneless pork shoulder, re-
commends the National Live
Stock and Meat Board.
You're sure to get smiles
all around when you cut the
pork into cubes for fun and
festive Pizza Porkabobs.
Pizza Porkabobs
2 pounds boneless pork
shoulder, cut in 1 -inch
cubes
I can 18 ounces) pizza i
SaliCt
I cup beer or apple juice
.1/4 teaspoon salt
2 medium green peppers,
cut in I -inch squares
'A pound mushrooms
Combine pizza sauce, beer
or apple juice and salt; pour
over pork cubes, cover and
marinate in refrigerator 4
hours or overnight. Thread
cubes alternately with green
pepper and mushrooms on
metal skewers. Place on rack
in broiler pan so surface of
meat is 5 to 7 inches from
heat. Broil at low to moderate
temperature, brushing with
marinade and turning occa-
sionally, 25 to 35 minutes or
until well done. 6 servings.
If You Own
a Farm..:
We've Got the Shield
for You
hearing clerk, USDA, Room
1077-S, Washington, D.C.
20250.
All comments will be
available for public inspection
at the appropriate office
the proposed price support
and grading changes are to be
published in the July 11
Federal Register. The
deadline for receiving com-
ments is August 10.
FARMERS!






Farmers .. .... 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers. 1-800-592-5409
We Will Bo Closed
Sat. & Sun.
Until Aug. 15th




...with our livestock loans.
Raising livestock is your business
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm crecbt people
That s our specialty
So when you've got a
livestock plan that calls for
cash, count on PCA
leaders in livestock financing
We understand your needs, large
and small And we're committed to
helping you achieve your goals
You II find that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
payment to fit your particu
lar plan We hear you talk
ing We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money, you can raise
livestock your way
Jackson Purchase PCA







Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your ac-
count on the same day
each month. It's safe, con-
venient . . . and it's done
automatically!
Bank of Murray





Amer Calf -1 Newton Farms
Se9104' Call - 1 Lakeside Farm, 2
David Course) & Sons. 3. David Course)& Sons. 4 Deer Creek Farms
HEREFORD BULLS
Summer Yearling - 1 Newton
Farms 2 Coker Polled Herefords
Farm 3 Deer Creek Farms
Junior (summptos - Newton Farms
Reserve Junior Champios - Newton
Farms
Grand t tampion - Newton Farms
Reserve Grand Champion - Newton
Farms
Jr. Calf - 1 Newton Farms
Newton Farms
Senior Calf - 1 Coker Polled
Herefords Farm, 2 Pamela Joan Farm:
3 Pamela Joan Farm
Unmet Yearling - I Alike Las, 2
Coker Pulled Hereford Farm. 3 Pamela
Joan Farm, 4 Deer Creek Farm
Anita Yearling -1 Regina Rhodes.2 Pamela Joan Farm, 3 Regina
Rhodes: 4 Coker Polled Hereford
Farm, 5 Deer Creek Farm
Seeder Yearling - 1 Lakeside PolledHereford
Junior Champion - Reg tna Rhodes
Reserse Junior Champion - PaulaJoan Farm
Grand Champiou - Regina Rhodes
Reserve Grand Champion - Lakeside
Polled Herefords
Get of Sire - 1 Newton Farms 2
Coker Polled Herefords
ANGUS
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WOODWORKING DEMONSTRATION - Debbie Holmes a Western Kentucky
University student from Hardy, Ar. makes wooden shingles during a 19th-century
woodworking tools demonstration at The Homeplace-1850, a living history farm in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The Homeplace-1850 is located across from the buf-
falo range in the southern portion of the 1 70,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Man Robbed And Strangled
FRANKFORT - A 62-year-
old 'man was robbed and
strangled in his home after an
unknoWn assailant gained
entrance to the third-floor
apartment by breaking a
window.
, Another crime victim
stopped along the road to
change a lire and was at-
tacked by a street gang. He
sustained knife cuts and a
broken arm.
The homicide victim's son
and the injured motorist were
among 232 people who have
-received grants_ from the.
Kentucky Crime Victims
Compensation Fund since its
establishment in June 1976.
The total amount of awards
given to innocent, needy
crime victims or their-sift:-
vivors for medical care,
funeral expenses or lost in-
come reached the half-million
dollar mark this week, ac-




awards could be given if more
people would apply, said
Miller. There has been a
continuing effort to inform
crime victims about the fund.,
Inforniate has been
distributed throug the media,
- physicians, police
and other agencies, she said.
The majority of funds have
gone 10 victims or their sur-
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Lexington. The largest age
group is teens to early
twenties. The next largest age
group includes people over 65.
Most crime victims either
know or can describe their
assailant resulting in later
identification.
There are severaiconditions
whieh must be met before a
crime victims compensation
award can be made:
- Needy crime victims or
survivors must apply .for
compensation within six
nionths of the crime.
-The cruue must_iiave
occurred in Kentucky. The
victim cannot have been in jail
or a Department for Human
Resources institution at the
tin lo if the crin ie.
-Awards will be made only
d payment is not available
From other sources such as
insurance, disability funds or
from the criminal.
-A claimant younger than
65 cannot recover the first $100
in medical cost or lost ear-
nings; claimants 65 and older
can. There is a $15,000 limit on
each award. Payments for lost
earnings can be up to $150 per
week but cannot exceed the
victiiii 's weekly earnings.
-The victim cahnot be
related to the assailant within
three generations; have
resided in the same household
or maintained -sexual
relationship with the assailant
at time of the crime.
Awards are not made for
lost, stolen or damaged
property.
Forn is for filing a claim are
available by writing Crime
Victims Compensation Board,
113 East Third St., Frankfort,
or by calling 1-502-564-2290.
Initial decisions on a claim
are made by one of five board
nienibers. If any interested
party disagrees with the
decision, he or she Play ask for
a full board review. Appeals to
full board decisions may be
made to Franklin Circuit
Court. There have been 302
clairits denied by the board.
The five member board
includes Earl Osborne,
chairman, Paducah attorney









These board members also
make up the Kentucky Board
of Claims. Miller serves as
chairman of that board.
Legislation forming the
Crime Victims Compensation
Board and making the board
of claims a separate body was
passed by the General
Assembly and signed by Gov.
Julian Carroll in 1976. The two
boards share the same staff
and allocation.
The board ot claims had
been in existence In oen form
or another since 1948. It 
iiiakes
awards in cases where
negligence is found either by
ole state or a stale employee.
1. LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL Settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
George Edward Overbey, Sr.
and George Edward Over
bey, Jr , CO Executors, of the
estate of Mrs. Clyde W. Ott,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before August S. 1979,
the date of hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. .
A FINAL Settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Melva Marie Birke,
Executrix, of the estate of
Arthur E iBirke, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
August 8, 1979. the date of
hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
William J Mina,
Adm.n.strator, of the estate
of Ada Ruth Nina, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed on or before
August 8, 1979, the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Hilton VY iamS.-Executor, of
the estate of William Harlie
deceaSed.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
August 8, 1979, the date of
hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk. •-
A FINAL settlement of ac.
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Charles M Burkeen,
Executor, of the estate of
James P Burkeen,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before August 8, 1979,
the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Cdurt Clerk
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
William Caroll, Executor, of
the estate of Earl Adams,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Ceurt
on or before August 8, 1979,
the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Cferk
A FINAL settlement of-ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Sue Haneline, and Fern
Darnell, Co-Executrices, of
the estate of Audie Crouch,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before August 8, 1979,
the date of hearing.





been made in the Calloway
District Court All calims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of-date of
qualification.
Joseph Underwood, R t.3,
Boyd's Trailer Ct , Murray,
KY, deceased, Nat Ryan
Hughes, 204 South 6th St.,
Murray, KY, Administrator
James ZeIna Thurmond,





McReynolds, 295 North 10th
St., Murray, KY, deceased,
Clara Watson, 103 S W Blvd.
Ct., Sedalia, MO 65301, Co
Exec., James Brandon, 7568
Bent Bow Tr , Orlando, FL
32807, Co Exec.
Porter Chester McCuiston,
227 Spruce St., 'Murray, KY,
deceased, Lula Nell
McCuiston, 227 Spruce St.,
Murray, KY,
• -Adfflinistratrix.











Foster Parents  753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Com.  753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read  753-2288
Needline ....753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792
Poison Control  753-7588
Police 753-1621
Rescue Squad .. 753-6952
Senior Citizens . .753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. 1100-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip


















be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader class-
ifieds must be sub-
mitted by 12 noon the
day before pub-
lication. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
PUBLIC
NOTICE
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: BASSETT Hound,
male, brown, black and
white. Name is Hoss No
identification 753 7453 or 7S3-
8170.
6. HELP WANTED 
BABY SITTER for 2 small
children Call 436,2271.
C C.U. NURSE Specialist.
New 4 bed CCU, modern
equipment Directed by
Internists ancl staffed only
with qualified CCU nurse
specialists 104 bed facility„




plus bonus. Call collect C
Dampier, D N.S 606-498
1220. An equal opportunity
employer.
CARRIER FOR Courier
Journal Must have car,
dependable, cash bond
required. Call or write Dan
Wagoner, 518 N 301h,





- -- Witt- train. Ca+4 449-7526 in
' Paducah.
To encourage ndesharilig as
part of tlw Transportauon Pro-
gram. the Purchase Area
Developnient has received tlw
[Wooing carpool requests
'Paducah to Murray Matell
1:30 weekdays
Fairdealing to General Tire
8:00-4 30
Mayfield to Murray State? 00-
4:00 weekdays
- Princeton to Paducah 8-00-
4:00 weekdays
If Interested call, 554-2097. 247-
7171, or 7534325
GOD FS Love. Bible study,
anytime. Bible Facts and



















N9W OPEN! North Hills
Park Minature Golf. Hours, 1
pm til 9 pm, 7 clays a week. 3













--- DO YOUOWN ANY
IDLED/NA:1W





as WO, bk, fahvorithir













Day Out. Ages 3 more









1 mile south Highway
121
753-2287















opening August 1st 104 bed
facility, 35 minutes from




Plus bonus. Call collect C.
Dampier D N.S. 606 498 1220.




full or part time Excellent
comission. Will train Call
502 442 6556.
EARN EXTRA Money! Ideal
for Homemakers. New
survey to update Murray
community directories.
Absolutely no selling. Most
work can be done from your
home by phone. Generous
compensation. Small amount
of house to house work
required Must be able to
work at least 5 hours per day.
We train you. Must have
telephone and good hand•
writing Apply in own han-
dwriting giving name, ad-
dress, and telephone num
ber, to Johnson Publishing
Company, co Ledger I.
Times, P.O. Box 32Y,
Murray, KY 42071. 
JANITOR MUST be able to
run buffer, work late hours
Write P.O. Box 32 Z, Murray,
KY.
NEED EXPERIENCED












openings. Call collect C.
ClinsPier-0.91.'S. 606-4981220.




modern equipment 104 bed
facility, 35 minutes from




plus bonus. Call collect C.
Dampier D N S 606 498,1220.




e0FF pen ings. n u se L.
construction, modern
equipment, 104 bed facility,




plus bonus Call collect C.
Dampier. D.N.S. 606-498-
1220 An equal opportunity
employer. 
SEWING MACHINE
operators. Apply in person
Calloway Manufacturing




interested- in a fop notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759 113.4.
WANTED: SUBSTITUTE
carrier for the Paducah Sun,
August 3 through the 15,







WE NEED short term
supervisor' lo co ordinate'
community directory
workers_ MuSt be able to
devote 6 hOurs per day for
approximately 3 weeks.
Applicant needs to have a
good knowledge of Murray
area and enjoy working with
people. Apply to P.O. Box 32
Y, Murray, KY 42071.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medilat group
hospital coverage Call Steve




interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273. home
759 1134. - -•
14. WANT TORUN'
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753-7393. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
WANTED TO buy: Standing
timber, top prices paid 489.
2334.
WANTED TO buy: midtlle
sized outboard motor in good
shape. Call 436-2516 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
269 MOTOR AND tran-
smission Guaranteed. $145.
Cash only. 174 2770 anytime
on weekends or after 5 during
week.
WE BUY and sell used alt
conditioners. 753.1551 or 753.
9107.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: Matching twin
size bedspreads, pillow
shams, and curtains, pink
gingham check. Also a GE
Wildcat record player. 753-
6090.
HOUSE FULL of Old fur-































































































































































LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Pi. FARM EQUIP.
D 5 CAT, excellent condition.
Call 753 639101 763 6311 
1948 RED BELLY Ford and
equipment. Excellent con




& PePp Control 53 3114
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
YARD LIGHT for sale. May
be used for security light or
to add beauty to your yard




amatuer linear worth SI per
watt, now only 8250. 492 8834.
NEED A-new color t.v, but
short on cash? We have 8 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
& B Music, 753.7575. 
PIERCE SIMPSON Bengal
AM S5B, CB, base or mobile
with slider. New was 5449,
now 5200. 492 8834.
STACK 3 MOSBEY'S CB
antenna, can talk to Canada
and Mexico. New $150, now
$75 492 8834
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FURNISHED 12x64
FLEETWOOD Custom, 3
bedrooms, 14 baths, central
air and heat, 40 fl awning,
nand picked furniture and
wall to wall carpeting, just
like new Located in park
with concrete patio. 753-7897.
10)(40 HOUSE TRAILER
Call 753 7388 atter 6 pm. "
. MOB. HdME RENTS
4)(61) TWO BEDROOM,
central heat and air, pew
furniture, new carpet
throughout See at Shady
Oaks, no phone calls please. 
29. HEATING A COOLING
GIBSON WI I NDOW air
conditioner, 18,000 BTU, 230
volt, good condition Phone
753 0394
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED: TWO or three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 759 4084 after
five.
WANT TO rent a one or two
bedroom apartment or
duplex by August 1st Must
he in town Call 759 4904 after
5 pm 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
blocks from University, $110
per month. Phone 753 4140,
436 2411 or 759-1154.
FOR RENT 2 bedroom
duplex apartment at 1214
Peggy Ann. Call 492 8225.
ONE BEDROOM air con
ditioned apartment. Single
No pets. 121 next to
Fairgrounds 753 3139
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University, $65 per
month utilities included,




bedroom house for 3 college
girls near the University.
Phone 753 4974.
NICE TWO bedroom home




bedroom house, $300 per
month. 1605 Hermitage
Place. Inquire 1603 Her
mitage Place. 










Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
36  RENT OR LEASE




IF YOU are at least 16 and
would like to learn about
Horseshoeing, call toll free 1
800 624 1929. 
34. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
SHERRI'S SO,AP and Shape
professional dog grooming,'







903 Doran Road. Just
call for an ap-
pointment to see this 3
BR home that's on the
market for the first






heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050








COl MOO AMU T
Auctioneer Realtor
, Appraiser




SATURDAY, AUGUST1, 10:00 AM
Rail or Shine
LOCATION: 13 miles southeast of Mayfield, 12 miles southwest of MurTay on
Beech Grote Road from Highway 94 at hi CO, take Highway 97 South 1
mies to Beech Grote Road and blow audion mows 1'1 miles to property.
74 ACRE FARM, 1978 MOBILE HOME & 9 ACRES,
FARM MACHINERY
VIEW OF TOOL SITED-TRACT NO. 1
TRACI MO. 1-14 ACRES, MORE OR LESS: This farm lays level to gently rolling and
hos 62 acres tillable according to ASC office, said 62 ocres now in o high stote
of cultivation. There is o 4 acre field, fenced, presently in pasture with 8 large
pond. There is o new 34x100' metol tool shed with a large concrete floor





TRACT NO. 2-MOUE NOME & 9 ACRES. MORE OR LESS: This tract lays level ond is
all clear and presently in posture with the exception of a 2 acre woods lot Im-
provements consist of a 1978 14)00 Monaco mobile home with 3 bedrooms
and 2 baths, good stock born and some fencing. Water is furnished by a 4'




VIEW OF NOBLE HONE MU NO 2
THESE TRACTS WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY AND THERE WILL BE NO COM-
BINATION OFFERED
TIMIS IS AN ASSOLUTS AUCTION
-mom= amen.
1973 CHEVROLET 1 TON TRUCK 9
WITH GRAIN BED & HOIST •
MACHINERY WILL SELL PROMPTLY AT 10:00 A.M. WITH REAL ESTATE 10
FOLLOW.
FARM MA01111161240 John Deere planter, 5-16 International plows. 4 row
Bunch cultivator, 11 ft chisel plow; 12 ft. 8ushhog.
TERNS: Real estate -- 20% down day of sole, balance on delivery of deed
within 30 days. Personal Property - Cosh.
POSSESSION: Tract No. 1 -Immediately on portion not in cultivation, when crop
is harvested on balance Tract No. 2- 30 cloys from delivery of deed




Real Estate & Auction Co.
247-1385
730 Paris Road Mayfield, Kentucky
Charles Pt Shelton Realtor & Auctioneer

















Never lived in - brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with
central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main








For sale. Just listed 80'
x 50' insulated metal
building on 142 acre
lot, located on busy
highway 4 miles from




FIRST TIME on market!
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick and wood home, setting
on 1 acre ml lot Soak up the
sun on huge deck. .has
fireplace in great room for
relaxing this winter, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths...well
insulated and has heat
pump. Let us tell you










3 bedroom, 1;-• bath,.
17x24 family room, kit-
chen, dining combina-
tion, fireplace, patio,.
corner lot. Be the first
to see this great buy,





Two lots each 100 x 210
on Duiguid Drive zon-
ed R-4. Has city water
and sewer. Perfect for
multiple unit rentals.
Will sell separately or
both $17,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full-time real
estate service.
HARRIS GROVE Com-
munity, located on Highway
1550 near intersection of
Highway 893. A very nice 2
acres with small bungalo
home Could be very nice
with some work. We want an
offer. Asking $16,000. The






as the first owner of
this 2 bedroom brick
ranch style home on
an acre of ground.
Completed and ready
for your family. Call
Guy Spann Realty,
753-7724.
3 BR., brick, has elec-
tric ceiling heat, win-
dow air, carpeted, lots






392 N 121$t Si.
Amplimm&_ 
t9.'9 Ur,,te
'Look Pedro - more
people."
43. REAL ESTATE
LARGE LOT for sale on
Highway 299 in Kirksey.
Over 1' 2 acre with mobile
home hook up. Ideal for
mobile but could be very nice
building site. Included is
electric pole, deep well,
useable septic tank. Make an









2 bath home, formal
dining room, living
room, den with
fireplace and all the
extras of an elegant,
executive home. $70's.
Phone Kopperud Rafl-
ty or visit our conve-
niently located office
at 711 Main. 753-1222.
of those boat






HOUSE FOR sale by owner:
Near Paris Landing, 3
bedroom, full bath and half
bath upstairs, 2 bath
downstairs, low utilities.
5372500. Call 901.232-8386. 
47. MOTORCYCLES s
1972 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder,
good condition. 7519564 or
436-5855.
1973 HONDA 350, FOUR
cylinder, good condition. Call
after 5 pm 753 2951.
MOTORCYCLE FOR sale:
1973, 750 Honda. Call 753-
3137.
1978 YAMAHA 650 SPECIAL,
windsheild, luggage rack and
back seat. Low mileage. Call
753-7541 after 5:30 pm.
1978 YAMAHA IT-175. Good
. tires, good condition, 5650
firm. Call 753 7228.
INVEST AND save! Reap
Me benefits of owning your. _
own home! 4 bedroom home,
is located on cwiet street and
has garden spot in
back. _Priced in the low
teens .,.Call 753 -
1492 Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
!Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"







ed; 3 BR., home,
w/wall to wall carpet,
built-in range
dishwasher, exhaust
fan, elec. heat. Only
$32,000.
1 Acre - 2 miles from
lake w/2 BR., mobile
home plus 2 BR., cot-
tage workshop, large
garden, strawberry
patch, fruit trees, etc.
Only $13,900.
NEED A squirrel tree?
We've got one for sale...and
it goes with 10 acres m-I of
wooded Ia1e8. Call 753 1492
and let us tell you more about
this tree offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Prime com-
mercial lot ! 741 acre) in
Cadiz. Contact Finger Lake
Development Corporation,
Corgro Building, McLean-
sboro, IL 62859 or Telephone
(618) 643 2301
ONLY 51800 WILL buy a
corner lot overlooking
Kentucky Lake, in beautiful
Lakeway Shores. Don't let
the summer pass without
taking advantage of this
exceptional buy. Phone Guy
Spann Realty; 7517724.
dIS. FARMS FOR SALE 
APPROXIMATELY TEN
acres wooded and rolling.
$1500 per acre Restrictions.
Phone 436-5574
46. HOMES FOR SALE
OR SALE by owner! -6 room
house with apartment for
extra income Stove and
refrigerator in( ludeg, Priced
in low 520's. For appdintment




Monday-Friday 7 • 30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00
betolvgl pi•••• eai 1411 sae
Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7 30 til 5:00
meg SNAKE $1.15
4.1 I 6444 Now, Pie.. sw.k.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
396 CHEVROLET MOTOR
and transmissin. Doesn't yse
oil. $250. Henry Major, New
Concord, KY.
NEW 16 FOOT car hauling
trailer, tandem axle, 4 wheel,
electric brakes, 5700. 753-
E157:
- 1971 THREE TEAM motor
and transmission, is com-





100BA, 400 lean burn, burns
!regular gas, leather interior,
37,000 miles, excellent gas
mileage. (Was wife's car).
492 8834, 
FOR SALE: 1977 silver
Corvette, good condition.
Call 435-4429 or 435.4426.
1974 FIREBIRD FORMULA
400, excellent condition Call
753 7228
50. USED TRUCKS
1959 CHEVROLET TWO ton
grain bed and sides, $800.
Call 753 9920.
1977 DODGE VAN, 318 burns
regular, overhead console,4
bucket seats, custom in-
terior, sunroof and power
vent, includes CB and
tapeplayer, 2 battery
System. 492.8834.
1971 EL CAMINO with
topper, small V8, automatic,
power steering, very good
. condi lion. Z.S1 3382. 
1975.F-600 GRAIN truck. 382
2327.
FOR SALE: a 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, fair condition.
$700. Call 753-9957 after 6 pm.
1976 FOUR WHEEL drive
truck, medium gold, ten
series, almost brand new,
exceljent condition.
LICENSED ELECTRICIANGoodyear Wrangler R-T
tires. 753-8176.  and gas installation, will do
1973 GMC CUSTOM pickup; 
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753 7203. 1973 Chevrolet Impala 2
barrel carberator; 15 ft. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
fishing boat, 5,2 hp Johnson Having trouble getting those
motor and trailer; mobile small electrical jobs done?
home, 10x54. Call 436.2555.  Service calls are our
112 TON STAKE truck, 1967 
speciality. Call 
ErnestnAnc
GMC, with excellent 
hydraulic lift bed, 7'x9• bed MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
and 4' solid sides. Box 180 on PING, driveways and small
Faxon Road. 436 2130.  jobs a speciality, also pat
ching and seal coating. 753-52. BOATS & MOTORS  1537.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FENCE SALES -ii-S88(8
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs






remodeling, also new homes






753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references Call
753 1486 and ask for Shelley
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair 718 South 4th. Fast





POLARK RAFT 76, 20
Mer., carpet, trailer, swivel 
MOBILE HOME anchors.
Aluminum an fiberglassseats. 753 3621 or 753-4871  underpinning, white, beige,
14' SAIL BOAT and trailer and brown. Roofs sealed
Call 753-1202.  Also patio awnings, open or
53. SERVICES OFFERED  screened in, with or without
APPLIANCE REPAIR, windows. Also carports,
refrigeration and air con- single and double sizes. Jack




roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or T 362.4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753 5808 or 753-5706.
BACKHOE WORK and




for planting, and yard worls.
Call 753.6123.
COMPARE AND. save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407.
BY ORIGINAL owner: 1967
4-door Oldsmobile 98. Power
controls, ivory with maroon
interior in good condition,
5500. 753-7551.
1978 COUGAR X R 7. Call 435-
4592 or 435 4428 after 5 pm.





1978 PONTIAC TRANS Am,
loaded. 753.4331.











10 a.m.; after 7:30
p.m., 753-7705.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,








references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753 5816.
CARPENTRY SERVICE.
Whatever your needs, old or
new, quality work. Call 753-
0565.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estiMate, Veve Shaw
753 9499 or Bob Kemp 435
4343,
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white .-rocked and
graded. All kinds pea gravel.
Free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-549 after 4*ri,
DOG GROOMING. -All
breeds. By appointment.









painting interior and ex
tenor Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it
Reasonable rates 20 years
experience Senior Citizens
discount Phone 153 Ma, 8
am 1119 pm 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag time, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 ISIS.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home, such as, painting,
carpentry, and concrete 753











My work is guaranteed.
WET BASEMENT? W
make wet basements dry.
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1,442-7026.
YOUR TREES could be
silently suffering from insect
attack and or fungus disease
A new method .of pesticide
injection to your trees can
correct most of these
problems easily and quickly_
Scientific and effective. Call
today, EPA certified
Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 753-3914. 33 years ot
experience in pest control.
57. WANTED
WANTED. FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134.
WANTED MALE student to
share apartment, fall
semester, 3 blocks off
campus. Call 1 821 1772 after
Sam
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Storcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturp and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a.
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit,
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
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WO CHIMNEY SWEEPS #0
"Chimney Sweeping Business

















• Refinishing 8 wepoirs
•c,,,,,,, Built Furniture
• A n hque Brass Hardware













mod concrete tools and
753-5703
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The funeral for Mrs. Lela
Brandon Taylor, 620 Broad
Street Extended, Murray, was
held Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating,
Milton Gresham as soloist,
and Mrs. Thomas Wilkins as
organist.
Pallbearers were Robert
Taylor, Oscar Turner, Jr.,
William Stewart, Harry
Weatherly, Sam Sumner, and
James Swann. Burial was in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Taylor, widow of
Choice Taylor, died Friday at
tr40 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church. Born Feb. 19,
1890, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late




Margaret Taylor, a son-in-
law, Hubert Cothran, both of
Murray; four grandchildren,
Brent H. Brown, Murray
Route 6, Robert T. Taylor,
Sparta, Ill., Mrs. Oscar
Turner, Jr., Murray Route 1,
and Malinda Taylor, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; six great gran-
dchildren, Mrs. Leanna
Rogers, Brent Brown, Jr.,
Travis Turner, and Allison.
Jennifer, and Steven Taylor;
one great great grandson,
Timothy Rogers.
Mrs. Monico Vinson
Dies At Home With
Services On Sunday
Mrs. Monico Knight Vinson
died Friday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Dill,
Dover, Tenn. She was 85 years
of age and the wife of Henry P.
Vinson who died in December
1968.
The deceased was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Dover, Tenn. Born
Feb. 16, 1894, in Stewart
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late M. D.
Knight and Nacie Ann Hicks
Knight.
Mrs. Vinson is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dill; three
sons, Carl Vinson, Clarksville,
Tenn., and H. P. Vinson, Jr.,
and Dr. Billy Joe Vinson,
Columbia, Tenn.; one sister,




The funeral was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Memorial Chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.,





Boyce E. Jones, a native of
Calloway County, died
Saturday at 12:10 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 77 years of
age and a resident of 1940 C
Street, Paducah.
Mr. Jones was a retired
clerk with the U. S. Postal
Service, Paducah. He was a
member and deacon of the
First Baptist Church and of
Lodge No. 27 Free and
Accepted Masons, Paducah.
Born March 23, 1902, he was
the son of the late Kelley Jones
and Nola French J rules.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Arko Outland Jones, and
two daughters, Miss Juanita
Jones and Mrs. Joella
Johnson, all of Paducah: one
sister, Mrs. Tilghman (Jessie
Barrow, Murray; one brother,
-Dan Jones, Slidell, La.; three
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Roth Funeral Home.
Paducah, with /he Rev. Dr.
John Wood officiating.
Active pallbearers are J. R.





Emerson. Rudy Goad, Mizell
Jeffrey, C. B. Stevens, Her-
schel Gish, Jimmy Key,
Carman Outland. Lou Reed,
Charles Lynn, and C. W.
Berry.
Burial will follow in the Elm




Funeral services for Mrs.
Loman ( Ludele) Trimble
were held Saturday at the
Walnut Grove Churth of
Christ, Marshall County, with
the 0. D. McKendree of-
ficiating.
The FilbeCk and .Ca-rin
Funeral Home, Benton, was in
charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Trimble, 61, died
Thursday at 10 a.m. at her
home on Benton Route 8.
Survivors are her husband,
Loman Trimble; two
daughters, Mrs. Betty Young,
Dresden, Tenn., and Mrs.
Rebecca Darnell, Benton
Roaute 2; two sisters, Mrs.
Dixie Cavitt, Benton Route 8,
and Mrs. Maxine Wyatt,
Benton Route 9: three
brothers, Clifton York, Benton
Route 8, J. B. York, Benton,








You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and








Hubert L. Hardy died
Saturday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 89 years of
age and a resident of 402
Second Street, Fulton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Buna White Hardy; one




The funeral was held
Sunday at 4 p.m. at the chapel
of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with the Rev.
David Clapp officiating.
Burial was in the Fairview
Cemetery.
R. M. Miller Dies
At Center; Funeral
Held Here Today
R. M. iManliffl Miller,
former resident of North 17th
and Olive Streets, Murray,
died Saturday at 6 a.m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. He was 86
years of age.
Mr. Miller formerly
operated the Miller Popcorn
Company here and was also a
retired farmer and trader. He
was a member of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. Born Aug. 5, 1892. he
was the son of the late Henry
H. Miller and Viola Hood
Miller.
He is survived by his wife -
Mrs. Reba Brown Miller,
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah; one
daughter, Mrs. Russell (Clara
Jane) Phelps,. Covington,
Tenn.; one son, Dr. RobertiB.
Miller. Paducah; six gran-
dchildren-Janet Lynn and
Keith Phelps, Marzie, Steven,
Evan, and John Miller.
The funeral was held this
morning at 10 o'clock at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Johnson Easley and the Rev.
B. H. Tucker officiating. Mrs.
Richard Farrell was organist.
and Keith Phelps, grandson,
was soloist.
Pallbearers were Vernon
Roberts, Paschall West, Max
Brandon, Steven Miller, Keith
Phelps, and Novie Carraway.





Steve Ramsey, father of
Kenneth Ramsey of Murray,
died Friday at 1:45 p.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 83 years of
age.
Survivors include four sons-
Kenneth of Murray, Clarence
of Wingo Route 2, Toy of
Thoreau, N. M., and James of
Albuquerque, N. M.; 12
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo, with
the Rev. Vernon Taylor and
the Rev. Ed Taylor officiating.
burial was in the Camp
Beauregard Cemetery.
Canada paid the United
States $108 million on taking
over the Alaska Highway in
1946.
Holms Coleman Is
Dead At Age Of 63;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Hulms Coleman of New
Concord died this morning at
2:15 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 63
years of age, a veteran of
World War 11, and a retired
truck driver for the Kentucky
Highway Department.
The Calloway man was born
Jan. 9, 1916, and was the son of
Oury Coleman who died Feb.
3, 1928, and Myrta Strader
Coleman who died Sept. 12,
1970. He was preceded in
death by one sister, Mrs. Sue
Bybee on Oct. 12, 1978, and one
brother, Ted Coleman on Dec.
27,1966.
Mr. Coleman is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Hafton (Mary
Alice ) Garner, Murray Route
3, and one brother, Pat
Coleman, Sr., 815 North 19th
Street, Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins and Ed Davis
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Buddy Bybee, Barry
Bybee, Pat Coleman, Jr.,
Johnny Kelso, Bill Glisson,
and Al K. Parker. Burial will
follow in the New Concord
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





The Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad assisted fire
departments from Puryear
and Paris at a house fire'
Sunday night one-quarter mile
south of Hazel, a squad
spokesman said.
The fire, in the John Morris
residence, was believed to
have started in the attic, the




LOUISVILLE. Ky + AP) — USDA
Estimated receipts for cattle and calves
150; feeders 40 percent, slaughter steers
and hinters 2 063.013 lower, slaughter cows
opening 200.3.00 higher, bulls fully
steady, limited calves and realers fully
steady; feeder steers under 400 lb 3 54 00
lower. over 400 lb 1 00.3a lower, feeder
heifers near steady
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 370-1225 lb
93 0343 20. nixed good and choice 2-3 900-
1250 lb 5830-4100 standard and good 2-3
1000-1300 lb 54 70-58 50
Slaughter heifers choice 2-1 640-1020 lb
59 33-62 40, mixed good and choice 2-3 1013-
975 lb 58 00-.59 50. good 2-3 780-950 15 S6 00-
58 CO
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 12.01
17 CO, utility 1-347 00-53 50, high dressing
individuals 5375-53-00 cutter 1-2 46 00-
50 OD. weighty high dressingrutter up to
52 75. canner and cutter under 100 lb 40 50-
4000
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1170-1685 lb
indicating an 1042 carcass boning percent
63 00-65 75. yield grade 1-2 1150-1400 lb
indicating 77th 79 percent 51 0142 50: yield
grade 2-3 55 25-58 CO. slaughter calves and
vealers choice 172-285 lb vealers 80 CO-
IN 00 choice 315-380 lb calves 73 50-7431
Feeder steers choice 170.260 lb 95 06
111 00. 300-103 lb* 0047 00. few 435-610 lb
84 0348 50 700-710 lb 65 0047 50. 800-1010
lb 55 0049 00, mixed good and choice 300-
500 lb 75 00-90 OD, 500700 lb 66 C041 00.
good 300-500 lb 63 50-75 00, 500-1050 lb 51 00-
E4 00
Heifers few choice 300-500 lb 66 03-76 50,
couple small lots 546656 lb fleshy offerings
63 00-70 50. part load partly fattened of-
fering 715 lb Si 75., mixed good and choice
306600 lb 63 00-70 00. 500-700', 570044.00,
good 350-730 lb 57 004500
Hogs 1,002 compared to last Thursday
barrows and gilts 50-75 lower, US 1-2
195-230 lb 31 50-575; • few 31.80, 2a300-40
lb 38 03-313 50, 2,3 200-265 lb 37.35-0000 la
3130350 lb 30.30-3200
Sows steady, U S 1-2 300400 lb 16 50
29 50, 400-630 lb 19 0630 00, ls 300.360 lb
25 50-26 50. 3.431 lb 36 50-2730 boars
over 3130 mostly 26 00-27 50









Shorefront on Gulf of Mexico
lof
Enjoy fun-filled day;, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach.
one of the world's finest. Don't miss SarasotaS
other attractions, Circus Hall of Fame
Ringling Museum, Jungle Garden—fishing.
sailing, water-skiing.
N Relax in comfort . bask in the sun.
• swim in the pool and Gulf, sip cocktails
at the musicarpeach bar, lunch on the
1 p tio. Polynesian/ American cuisine
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
with Gulf views. effic , suites Color
TV. air conditioning Exciting South
Seas decor sets.a Polynesian scene
of faraway vacation enchantment
•
Phone cv 1851 Benj. Frankbn Once MS. 91,79
(813) 388-5021 
lido Beach, Sarasota, F nlorida 577
3 Please send free brochures, rates
ASCU TIKl S Name
SARASOTA, FLORIDA)Write or call now. AKU TIKI INN/BEST WESTERN
I Pe MO Address_—
Sarasota, Florida 33577 q1 C•ty. State, Z.0
NATIONAL GUARD — A murray resident, Major Bruce Thomas, looks over maps of
Fort Hood, Texas, where more than 2,000 Kentucky National Guardsmen are perform-
ing annual training.
LOCAL GUARDSWOMAN performs duties as a company clerk during annual training
at fort Hood, Texas. Shown is Pvt. Gwendella Fleagle of Murray.
Western District U.S. Marshal
Being Investigated By Agency
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ) AP) —
The U.S. Marshal- for the
Western District of Kentucky
is under investigation by the
FBI for allegedly i giving
favored treatment to a federal
prisoner and buying property
from him.
The subject of the in-
vestigation is U.S. Marshal
Robert "Bob" Wright, ac-
cording to a story published in
Sunday's editions of the
Louisville CourierJournal.
Wright took the post, that
covers the western half of the
state, including Louisville, in
early 1977.
The newspaper quotes a
Hardin County jail official as
saying Wright, 56, bought
valuable items from Ronald
Lee Zamboria,-,- .a federal
prisoner under his super-
vision. Zamboria was held in
the jail from September, 1978
until he escaped May 29. He
was captured July 19 in Ohio.
The newspaper quoted
Hardin County deputy jailer
Joe Heady as saying Zam-
boria tried to sell him a digital
watch, but he declined. Heady
said Wright bought a watch
from the prisoner, and he
assumed it was the same one.
Heady also said, according to
the newspaper, that Wright
bought a pool cue from
Zamboria.
The published report also
said Wright gave preferential
treatment to Zamboria by
providing him with a
television set for his jail cell;
that the marshal failed to send
a report to Washington citing
deficiencies in the jail at
Elizabethtown and that
Wright transported liquor in
his government auto.
Last week a federal judge
approved the transfer of
Zamboria from Ohio to the
custody of the U.S. Marshal
for the Eastern District of
... News In Brief. .
INTERNATIONAL
MADRID, Spain ) API —
Basque separatists escalated
their war to sabotage the
Spanish government's
autonomy plan for the Basque
provinces with weekend at-
tacks that killed seven persons
and wounded more than 100
others.
Four persons were killed
and at least 113 were wounded
by three bombs that exploded
within 15 minutes early
Sunday afternoon at two
Madrid railroad stations and
the city's internatiral air-
port. Police said they were
warned about 30 minutes
before the explosions but were
unable to evacuate all of the
hundreds of travelers in the
crowded terminals.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -
A sweeping purge is reported
under way in Iraq, with five
leading members of the




said 250 persons had been
jailed and 34 of them were
executed. The official Iraqi
News Agency said the plotters
were inspired by a "foreign
quarter" and their goal was to
end Iraq's opposition to the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
A Kuwait newspaper said
Egypt was the foreign power.
But some diplomats in Beirut
•
speculated that the plotters'
aim was to reverse Hassam's
movement toward the West




(API — Russell Thompson
spent his 34th birthday sitting
in a motel room, staring at the
Atlantic Ocean. His wife, even
under sedation, couldn't keep
from sobbing.
Their only child, 5-year-old
Caroline, was abducted in a
bizarre kidnapping as the
couple was beginning a
vacation-birthday
celebration. late Sunday,
authorities still had no leads to
the whereabouts of the blonde,
blue-eyed. child, the Thom-
pson's 1979 Oldsmobile and
two pet dogs who were in the
back of the car when it was
taken Saturday.
HARTFORD, Conn. (API —
"Jockey boy" statues have
been disappearing from lawns
of Hartford-area homes, and
the •,•Black Jockey Liberation
Arrny" says it will keep taking
the lawn ornaments until it
has removed "all forms of
bigotry."
Although the culprits have
not been caught, it appears a
small network of people has
decided the black-faced
statues represent lingering
racism and should be. wiped
out.
Kentucky, according to the
published report.
The newspaper quoted a
-law enforcement source" as
saying the transfer of custody
was requested by the FBI.
Wright has refused to
discuss the allegations, the
report noted, acting on the
advice of his attorney. He
said, however, that he has
done nothing wrong and is the
victim of "harassment."
Wright, a former Kentucky
state patrolman, was ap-
pointed to the Kentucky Board
of Tax Appeals in 1976 by Gov.
Julian Carroll. He resigned
from the board two years ago
to become U.S. Marshal at an
annual salary of $36,000.
Investigators To
Check Gouging
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP —
Investigators from the state
attorney general's office will
comb Kentucky next week in
search of unlawful gasoline
price gouging.
Attorney General Robert
Stephens said new federal
price regulations on retail
gasoline sales will become
mandatory Aug. 1.
Stephens said his offiee is
putting together an in-
formation packet describing
the regulation changes for
mailing to independent gas
station owners.
Dealers are still prohibited
from requiring a minimum







The Murray Art Guild, 103
North Sixth Street, Murray,
will sponsor a painting
workshop, Aug. 13 through 18,
with Ralph Bagley of Winter
Park, Fla., as director.
Bagley who taught for 20
years at Orlando Junior
College and was chairman of
the Art Department there was
also president of the Art
Association of Orlando.
The director is a popular
teacher who is returning here
this August by request of a
number of those persons who
have taken workshops with
him in the past, a Guild
spokesman said. Through the
technique of demonstrating as
he lectures, he instructs in
principles of color and com-
position which applies to all
media. He also holds critiques
of students' work.
Bagley is a graduate of the
School of Art, Flint, Mich.,
and was associated with the
Art Students League of New
York and the Corcoran
Gallery School, Washington.
The workshop will begin
Monday, Aug. 13, with
sessions held each day from 1
to 4 p.m. The fee will be $25 for
the workshqp.
Any per4son wishing to
participatei in the workshop
should contact the Murray Art
Guild and bring the fee for the
workshop by Aug. 1 in order to
reserve a place. For further
information, persons may call
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, 436-5486,




• FRANKFORT — More than
40 state and local police of-
f leers will receive the
Governor's Award for out-
standing crime prevention at
a ceremony Thursday. Aug. 2,
at the Executive ,Inn West in
The awards will be made at
'the Kentucky Association of
Chiefs of Police Conference
being held in Louisville.
To be eligible for the
awards, officers must verify
that they have enrolled 100,
300 or 500 persons in Operation
Identification or given them
home or business security
surveys.
Raymond Kottak, secretary
of the Department of Justice,
and Kenneth Brandenburgh,
commissioner of Kentucky
State Police, will present the
awards. More than 150 police
officers have received the
awards since the statewide
crime prevention program
was begun in 1975.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market NC WS Service July
30. 1479
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes' 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 172 Est 100 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady 1 00 higher
US 1-2 200-2-10 Itei /37 00-37 25
US 2 200-240 1 bs 9387,0-3700
US 2-1240-250 lbs 13531-3850
US 2-4380-290 lbe
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US i-3300-450 llos
US 1-3400.500 lbs
US 1-3 500450 Itei
US 2-3300-500 Itis
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LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J.H. Hardemon Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sole
411
1977 Blazer Chalet, 44, loaded. extra sharp, camel
color. $11,999.
*1978' Executive Von, brown, you need to check thic
one out, Extr iol $7,999.
First 4 Gras said
th 15,000 stomps
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
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